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Abstract

The success of the exascale supercomputer is largely dependent on novel
breakthroughs that overcome the increasing demands for high-performance
I/O on HPC. Scientists are aggressively taking advantage of the available
compute power of petascale supercomputers to run larger scale and higher-
fidelity simulations. At the same time, data-intensive workloads have recently
become dominant as well. Such use-cases inherently pose additional stress into
the I/O subsystem, mostly due to the elevated number of I/O transactions.

As a consequence, three critical challenges arise that are of paramount
importance at exascale. First, while the concurrency of next-generation su-
percomputers is expected to increase up to 1000×, the bandwidth and access
latency of the I/O subsystem is projected to remain roughly constant in com-
parison. Storage is, therefore, on the verge of becoming a serious bottleneck.
Second, despite upcoming supercomputers expected to integrate emerging
non-volatile memory technologies to compensate for some of these limitations,
existing programming models and interfaces (e.g., MPI-IO) might not provide
any clear technical advantage when targeting distributed intra-node storage,
let alone byte-addressable persistent memories. And third, even though com-
pute nodes becoming heterogeneous can provide benefits in terms of perfor-
mance and thermal dissipation, this technological transformation implicitly
increases the programming complexity. Hence, making it difficult for scientific
applications to take advantage of these developments.

In this thesis, we explore how programming models and interfaces must
evolve to address the aforementioned challenges. We present MPI storage
windows, a novel concept that proposes utilizing the MPI one-sided commu-
nication model and MPI windows as a unified interface to program memory
and storage. We then demonstrate how MPI one-sided can provide bene-
fits on data analytics frameworks following a decoupled strategy, while in-
tegrating seamless fault-tolerance and out-of-core execution. Furthermore,
we introduce persistent coarrays to enable transparent resiliency in Coarray
Fortran, supporting the “failed images” feature recently introduced into the
standard. Finally, we propose a global memory abstraction layer, inspired by
the memory-mapped I/O mechanism of the OS, to expose different storage
technologies using conventional memory operations.

The outcomes from these contributions are expected to have a consid-
erable impact in a wide-variety of scientific applications on HPC, both in
current and next-generation supercomputers.
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Sammanfattning

Framgången för superdatorer på exaskala kommer till stor del bero på
nya genombrott som tillmötesgår ökande krav på högpresterande I/O inom
högprestandaberäkningar. Forskare utnyttjar idag tillgänglig datorkraft hos
superdatorer på petaskala för att köra större simuleringar med högre fidelitet.
Samtidigt har dataintensiva tillämpningar blivit vanliga. Dessa skapar ytter-
ligare påfrestningar på I/O subsystemet, framförallt genom det större antalet
I/O transaktioner.

Följdaktligen uppstår flera kritiska utmaningar som är av största vikt
vid beräkningar på exaskala. Medan samtidigheten hos nästa generationens
superdatorer förväntas öka med uppemot tre storleksordningar så beräknas
bandvidden och accesslatensen hos I/O subsystemet förbli relativt oföränd-
rad. Lagring står därför på gränsen till att bli en allvarlig flaskhals. Komman-
de superdatorer förväntas innehålla nya icke-flyktiga minnesteknologier för
att kompensera för dessa begränsningar, men existerande programmerings-
modeller och gränssnitt (t.ex. MPI-IO) kommer eventuellt inte att ge några
tydliga tekniska fördelar när de tillämpas på distribuerad intra-nod lagring,
särskilt inte för byte-addresserbara persistenta minnen. Även om ökande he-
terogenitet hos beräkningsnoder kommer kunna ge fördelar med avseende på
prestanda och termisk dissipation så kommer denna teknologiska transforma-
tion att medföra en ökning av programmeringskomplexitet, vilket kommer att
försvåra för vetenskapliga tillämpningar att dra nytta av utvecklingen.

I denna avhandling utforskas hur programmeringsmodeller och gränssnitt
behöver vidareutvecklas för att kringgå de ovannämnda begränsningarna.
MPI lagringsfönster kommer presenteras, vilket är ett nytt koncept som går
ut på att använda den ensidiga MPI kommunikationsmodellen tillsammans
med MPI fönster som ett enhetligt gränssnitt till programminne och lagring.
Därefter demonstreras hur ensidig MPI kommunikation kan vara till gagn för
dataanalyssystem genom en frikopplad strategi, samtidigt som den integre-
rar kontinuerlig feltolerans och exekvering utanför kärnan. Vidare introdu-
ceras persistenta coarrays för att möjliggöra transparant resiliens i Coarray
Fortran, som stödjer “failed images” funktionen som nyligen införts i standar-
den. Slutligen föreslås ett globalt minnesabstraktionslager, som med inspira-
tion av minnes-kartlagda I/O mekanismen hos operativsystemet exponerar
olika lagringsteknologier med hjälp av konventionella minnesoperationer.

Resultaten från dessa bidrag förväntas ha betydande påverkan för högpre-
standaberäkningar inom flera vetenskapliga tillämpningsområden, både för
existerande och nästa generationens superdatorer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The I/O landscape of High-Performance Computing (HPC) has remained characterized by
the advancements in hardware and software storage technologies introduced almost three
decades ago. During the 1990s, the concept of Parallel File System (PFS) was consolidated
in the field with the appearance of GPFS [126], enabling efficient access to multiple storage
devices to accomplish high-performance I/O. In addition, the Message-Passing Interface
(MPI), the de-facto standard for programming HPC clusters, introduced the first-ever I/O
interface designed specifically for this type of use-cases: MPI-IO [48, 140]. Such interface
provides the tools for distributed collective I/O operations at large-scale, among other
functionality and optimizations that are critical for scientific applications [141].

Due to these developments, storage was not considered a serious concern on HPC. As
a matter of fact, the relative performance of compute and network resources lagged re-
markably behind for more than a decade in comparison. The situation, however, worsened
over the years. The introduction of multi-core processors and accelerators in the 2000s
decade, alongside with better network fabrics and protocols, boosted the compute power
of supercomputers to the petascale era [33]. At the same time, the performance of the
storage subsystem remained roughly constant, lagging behind this trend. Figure 1.1 (a)
illustrates a recent study published by IBM Research in which the compute, network, and
storage resources are compared from 1990 until 2017 [152]. The illustration indicates that
the storage subsystem is still several orders of magnitude behind the relative performance
of the compute and network resources. Only in the current decade it can be observed
that the trend is diverging, mainly thanks to the invested effort by the community in
preparations for the next-generation supercomputers.

Notwithstanding, scientific applications are still often limited by the I/O subsystem
performance [15, 16]. The reality is that HPC applications running on current petas-
cale supercomputers are increasingly demanding for high-performance I/O. From weather
forecast codes to spectral element codes for magnetohydrodynamics [31, 131], scientists
are aggressively taking advantage of the available compute power to run larger scale and
higher-fidelity simulations. This fact implies the movement of massive files from / to
storage, which in turn means a bigger utilization of such resource. For instance, storage
devices are often required for pre-/post-processing (e.g., visualization), and also fault-
tolerance (e.g., checkpointing). Hence, these simulations and the data that they produce,
pose an enormous amount of stress into the I/O subsystem.

3
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Figure 1.1: (a) Relative performance of compute, network and storage resources, in
comparison with the status in 1990 [152]. Note the scale of the y-axis. (b) Resource
utilization timeline during a magnetic reconnection simulation using iPIC3D [10].

As a reference example, Figure 1.1 (b) shows an approximate resource utilization time-
line of a magnetic reconnection simulation using iPIC3D [72], captured with Arm Map [10].
The simulation utilizes 4096 processes distributed across 128 nodes running on Beskow, a
Cray XC40 supercomputer from KTH Royal Institute of Technology [94]. iPIC3D is an
implementation of the implicit moment Particle-in-Cell (PIC) method, used for the sim-
ulation of space and fusion plasmas. The implementation saves intermediate simulation
results to binary files in Visualization Toolkit (VTK) format for visualization and data
analysis [128], as well as restart information of the current simulation in Hierarchical Data
Format v5 (HDF5) format [43]. For the field values, such as magnetic field and electric
field, the implementation takes advantage of MPI collective I/O operations to allow all
processes efficiently write into a common file, eliminating the need for merging the indi-
vidual output files from each process during post-processing. The restart information is,
on the other hand, stored as independent HDF5 files containing the specific particle infor-
mation, one per process. Despite the heavy source code optimizations included in iPIC3D,
the aforementioned figure demonstrates that the code currently spends over 40% of the
execution time just on I/O operations. This is reflected in light-gray (dotted), while com-
pute and network resources are illustrated in gray and dark-gray, respectively. As Beskow
utilizes a Lustre PFS [9] with 165 Object Storage Target (OST) servers1, it must be noted
that the performance could have been much worse if iPIC3D were not using MPI collective
I/O (i.e., due to the high process count). Furthermore, the simulation conducted is con-
siderably lightweight with only one checkpoint scheduled. On larger-scale simulations, the
fault-tolerance mechanism of the code would affect the execution time significantly [110].
Thus, the result demonstrates that introducing any improvement in the I/O
subsystem has the enormous potential of reducing the overall simulation times
of a vast majority of scientific applications. In the case of iPIC3D, the execution
time could be ideally reduced by almost in half.

In addition to traditional scientific applications, emerging data analytics and machine
learning applications are also becoming common on supercomputers [71]. The recent

1Files in Lustre are distributed in stripes into one or more OST servers to allow parallel access
to storage. The stripe width can be configured when the file is first created, and it usually defaults
to 1MB to match the RPC size [113].
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Figure 1.2: (a) Compute nodes on current supercomputers feature a “CPU +
Memory-only” design, with storage provided through a PFS. (b) Upcoming clusters
feature local storage technologies alongside specialized compute devices [127].

advances in deep learning and convolutional networks have dramatically influenced the
role of machine learning on a wide-range of scenarios [12, 147]. This fact has been moti-
vated by an increase in object classification and detection accuracy, alongside with better
tools for data mining that allow us to understand large datasets of unstructured infor-
mation [138, 153]. The inference error rate of machine learning algorithms has become
remarkably low as well, reaching a state where the capacity of humans has been already
surpassed in certain tasks [63]. For instance, deep learning has fostered the development
of significant milestones in 3D protein folding discovery [36], with direct impact to our
society. Nonetheless, the irregular nature of these use-cases pose an even larger stress
into the I/O subsystem, mainly due to the elevated number of small I/O transactions. In
addition, some of these applications require large amounts of main memory and force the
integration of out-of-core techniques2, specially on data analytics [6].

To overcome some of these limitations, recent trends indicate that both memory and
storage subsystems of large-scale supercomputers are becoming heterogeneous and hier-
archical [104]. Historically, HPC systems have been frequently designed as a large system
for computing with no local storage, and a separate large system that offers persistency
support (e.g., through a PFS). Compute nodes have commonly integrated one or more
multi-core CPU following a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture3, with
only a considerable amount of DRAM (e.g., 64GB). This configuration is illustrated in
Figure 1.2 (a). However, the trend for large-scale computer design is diverging from the
traditional compute-only node approach, to data-centric node solutions that integrate a
diversity of memory and storage technologies, as depicted in Figure 1.2 (b). Emerging
storage technologies, such as Spin-Transfer Torque Random-Access Memory (STT-RAM),
are evolving so rapidly that the gap between memory and I/O subsystem performances is
thinning [64]. For this reason, next-generation supercomputers are expected to feature a

2The purpose of out-of-core is to utilize storage to move out in-memory pages when the
capacity has been exceeded. Thus, storage becomes an extension of main memory [27,140].

3NUMA is a computer memory design used in multiprocessing, where the memory access time
depends on the memory location relative to the processor [58].
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Figure 1.3: Summit, the supercomputer from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, is
considered one of the pre-exascale reference machines [40]. The cluster combines
DRAM, HBM, and a dedicated tier of 1.6 Terabytes of NVRAM per node.

variety of Non-Volatile Random-Access Memory (NVRAM), with different characteristics
and asymmetric read / write bandwidths, next to traditional hard disks and conventional
DRAM [83,97]. The main goal is to reduce data movement inside the cluster, allowing the
computations to be transferred right next to where the information is currently stored.

This latter matter is of paramount importance for the success of the exascale super-
computer [14,84]. An exascale machine features a compute power of 1018 FLOPS (i.e., one
exaFLOPS). This is an increase in concurrency of 100–1000× compared to current petas-
cale machines [32]. The simulations scales and number of data-intensive applications will,
consequently, make the problem of parallel I/O efficiency at exascale a major concern. As
a matter of fact, most recent supercomputers are already integrating NVRAM memories
in order to accommodate for the new wave of use-cases on HPC. Figure 1.3 provides a brief
overview of Summit, considered the fastest supercomputer in the world4 and the main ref-
erence pre-exascale machine [40,151]. Located in the United States at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), this supercomputer features over 4600 nodes with dual 22-core IBM
POWER9 processors [123] and six NVIDIA Volta GV100 GPUs [89] (i.e., 2.4 million cores
in total). The cluster delivers a peak performance of 200.8 petaFLOPS or 0.2 exaFLOPS.
More importantly, Summit is the first leadership-class supercomputer to feature 1.6TB of
NVRAM per compute node, which complements a traditional PFS provided by GPFS. As
a consequence, programming models and interfaces must mandatorily evolve to
accommodate for the inherent heterogeneity that supercomputers will feature
over the next decade. Without any further considerations, scientists will find it difficult
to take advantage of these developments.

On the other hand, it should also be noted that the success of the exascale supercom-
puter is largely dependent on novel breakthroughs in technology that effectively reduce
both power consumption and thermal dissipation requirements [32]. The integration of
persistent memory technologies reduces inter-node data movement, which in turn helps
minimizing the amount of energy required. But in addition to the changes in storage
hierarchy, data-centric applications on HPC also pose several constraints on general-
purpose processors, mainly due to the irregularity of the memory accesses that they fea-

4As of TOP500 ranking published in June 2019: https://www.top500.org/lists/2019/06
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(a) Simplified Hardware Diagram of the VPU (b) Myriad VPU System-on-Chip

Figure 1.4: (a) High-level representation of the Myriad 2 VPU and one of its SHAVE
vector processors [5, 78]. (b) Illustration of the form factor of the Myriad SoC.
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Figure 1.5: Inference performance using the ILSVRC 2012 Validation dataset [122]
running on CPU, GPU, and multi-VPU configurations. The figures illustrate per-
formance (a) per reference subset, (b) per batch size, and (c) per Watt [118].

ture [65, 155]. These accesses have reduced temporal or spatial locality, incurring in long
memory stalls and large bandwidth demands. As a side effect, the power consumption
and thermal dissipation requirements increases [109].

The industry is shifting towards designing processors where cost, power, and thermal
dissipation are key concerns [5]. For instance, recent hardware architectures integrate novel
data formats that use tensors with a shared exponent in order to maximize the dynamic
range of the traditional 16-bit floating point data format for machine learning [26,68]. In
addition and as previously illustrated in Figure 1.2 (b), it is also expected from compute
nodes to embed Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices [137], alongside several
specialized co-processors that reduce the power envelope constraints while improving the
performance on specialized tasks [90]. Intel’s Vision Processing Unit (VPU) is an example
(Figure 1.4) [5, 78]. This chip emerges as a new category of compute devices that aims
at providing ultra-low power consumption during tensor acceleration, with an estimated
Thermal Design Power (TDP) of less than 1 Watt. Figure 1.5 demonstrates the possibil-
ities of this type of co-processor during inference in convolutional networks over a large
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requests with the purpose of relaxing PFS locking [48,99].

image dataset from the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition (ILSVRC)
2012 challenge [122]. This is based on preliminary work on the topic [118]. The evalua-
tions utilize a pre-trained network from the Berkeley Vision and Learning Center (BVLC),
which follows the GoogLeNet work by Szegedy et al. [138]. The results indicate that a
combination of several of these chips can potentially provide up to 3.5× higher throughput
compared to reference CPU and GPU implementations, measured as number of inferences
conducted per Watt.

At the same time, while compute nodes becoming heterogeneous can provide clear ad-
vantages for scientific applications, this technological transformation implicitly increases
the programming complexity and introduces additional challenges for existing interfaces on
HPC, such as MPI. Most of the aforementioned compute devices integrate High-Bandwidth
Memory (HBM), Multi-Channel DRAM (MCDRAM), and other memory technologies
that generally demand explicit data-movement from applications. Additionally, allocating
and moving data in such systems often require the use of different programming interfaces
as well, specially in regards to storage [114]. In particular, byte-addressable NVRAM
technologies are expected to be accessible with a convenient load / store interface in
the near-term future [96], while block-addressable NVRAM modules (e.g., PCIe-based 3D
XPoint [7, 55]) still require read / write operations and potentially file-system support.
Furthermore, the introduction of local storage technologies will also disrupt how appli-
cations have traditionally performed I/O on HPC [48]. Due to historical limitations in
the I/O capabilities of many parallel file systems, application developers have broadly
utilized two major I/O strategies to improve the performance. These are depicted in Fig-
ure 1.6. The file-per-process I/O strategy (a) instructs each process to write into separate
files [130]. This simple mechanism reduces the locking overhead on PFS like Lustre, but
it is only suitable for a few hundred processes. On the other hand, the aggregator process
I/O strategy (b) makes all processes send their data to dedicated processes that gather
and write the data to storage [99]. The use of collective I/O operations in MPI-IO is often
based on a similar mechanism. Most MPI implementations also provide the opportunity
for a generalized two-phase strategy over collective read / write accesses to shared files,
largely improving the sustained throughput [141].

Yet, developers are now left with the open question of which interface is more suitable
to access the diversified storage hierarchy in next-generation supercomputers. This fact
alone poses complex challenges for scientific applications aiming to take advantage of the
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increased-level of heterogeneity. For instance, while the wide-availability of dedicated
I/O interfaces on HPC efficiently support collective access to parallel file systems (e.g.,
MPI-IO), these interfaces might not provide any clear technical advantage when targeting
local storage, at least in comparison with straightforward solutions like POSIX-IO [1].
In fact, the absence of a “de-facto interface” for accessing local storage on HPC clusters
have motivated the definition of intermediate solutions that feature semantics closer to
traditional parallel file systems. The concept of burst buffer I/O accelerator, incorporated
in Summit and Cori supercomputers, is a common example [91, 92]. Consequently, now
that the complexity of compute nodes is increasing, simplified programming
models for conducting I/O on HPC are necessary. Avoiding such challenge could
lead to a complete lack or under-utilization of the I/O resources at exascale.

1.1 Scientific Questions
From the previous statements, we observe the inherent need to provide a seamless transi-
tion between existing and future I/O programming models on HPC. In this thesis, we aim
at solving some of the most critical I/O challenges before exascale supercomputers be-
come a reality. For this purpose, we identified and determined three major open scientific
questions that we want to address with the Doctoral studies:

Q3 / Scientific Question #3

High-Performance

Q1 / Scientific Question #1

Heterogeneous I/O

DRAM

StorageM
em

or
y

S
pa

ce +

Q2 / Scientific Question #2

Unified Prog. Models

··· 0010101

𝑓(𝑥)+

The significance of each scientific question is briefly given below, based on some of
the arguments provided in the introductory content of this chapter. Additionally, the
descriptions on how we envisioned to address each question are referenced in the next
section and included in detail within the conclusions (Chapter 8).

[Q1] How can programming models and interfaces support heterogeneous I/O?
Description: Emerging storage technologies are thinning the existing gap between main
memory and I/O subsystem performances [83]. The new non-volatile technologies, such
as flash, phase-change, and spin-transfer torque memories, provide bandwidth and access
latency close to those of DRAM memories [18]. As a consequence, memory and storage
technologies are converging. This fact raises concerns in regards to most of the existing
programming models and interfaces on HPC (e.g., MPI and its dedicated MPI-IO inter-
face [48]). For instance, a vast majority of these interfaces were not designed for dis-
tributed intra-node storage, nor the possibility of accessing byte-addressable persistent
memories [64]. The same situation is observed with data analytics frameworks on HPC,
that assumed lack of local storage on their architecture [61]. Moreover, there are other
implications, like data consistency semantics, classic I/O performance optimizations orig-
inally meant for targeting PFS [141], or resilience support on applications. Hence, it is of
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paramount importance to consider how programming models and interfaces are going to
evolve to support mechanisms for data-placement across the different memory and storage
tiers of next-generation supercomputers.

[Q2] How can the integration of emerging storage technologies be simplified?
Description: Over the past two decades, the variety of interfaces to access memory and
storage has grown considerably on HPC. When targeting memory technologies like HBM,
recent libraries have emerged that enable fine-grained control over memory properties
through extensible heap management frameworks, such as memkind [13]. If applications
require targeting storage, the diversification is even wider in comparison. From traditional
POSIX-IO [1] (e.g., read / write), to dedicated MPI-IO collective operations [48] (e.g.,
MPI_File_read_all / MPI_File_write_all), the memory-mapped I/O mechanism of the
OS [8] (i.e., mmap), or even object-based hierarchical representation libraries like HDF5 [42],
the list is extremely long. Scientific application developers are, thus, already struggling
to consider which one of the existing APIs is better for their particular use-case, which
restricts introducing support for fault-tolerance or out-of-core mechanisms [140]. Hence, it
is critical to define unified I/O interfaces to reduce the programming complexity and allow
existing applications to take advantage of the changes in the storage hierarchy. Ideally,
incurring in minimal source code changes in comparison.

[Q3] How can HPC applications seamlessly improve the I/O performance?
Description: As the concurrency of exascale-grade supercomputers is expected to in-
crease up to 1000× [32], the bandwidth and access latency of the I/O subsystem is also
expected to remain roughly constant in comparison. This makes storage a serious bottle-
neck. At the same time, scientific applications require retrieving and storing large amounts
of data. In most cases, a substantial percentage of the overall execution time is spend just
on I/O operations. We motivated this fact by illustrating a resource utilization timeline
of iPIC3D [72] (Figure 1.1), in which over 40% of the execution time was dedicated on
storing visualization and resilience information. In the case of data analytics frameworks,
the storage subsystem is utilized as input source, as well as to provide checkpoint/restart
mechanisms [53]. However, the integration of local storage technologies (by itself) will
not directly provide any direct benefits without further adaptations. Thus, it is crucial
that programming models and interfaces seamlessly take advantage of the heterogeneity
of future supercomputers to improve the overall performance perceived by applications.

1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided in two parts. The first part introduces the reader into the concepts
and provides a summary of the main research work conducted throughout the Doctoral
studies to address the three scientific questions, concluding with a comprehensive outline
of future work on the topic. The description for each chapter is provided below:

• Chapter 1 contains the motivation of the Ph.D. and outline of the thesis. The
current section is part of the introductory chapter.

• Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the state-of-the-art of I/O on HPC, in-
cluding traditional interfaces (e.g., MPI-IO). The chapter also presents other novel
concepts, such as Software-Defined Memory solutions (e.g., MDT).
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• Chapter 3 proposes the use of the MPI one-sided communication model and MPI
windows as unique interface for programming different memory and storage tech-
nologies [Q1]. Applications benefit from this contribution with minimal source
code changes [Q2]. More importantly, this represents one of the few efforts for
heterogeneous I/O in MPI, the de-facto standard on HPC.

• Chapter 4 presents a decoupled strategy for data analytics frameworks to im-
prove the performance on highly-concurrent workloads [Q3]. The integration of the
MPI one-sided communication model also allows us to support fault-tolerance and
out-of-core without further source code changes [Q1,Q2].

• Chapter 5 explores the possibility of providing seamless resilience in Coarray For-
tran (CAF) applications [Q2]. The approach can also be used as a general-purpose
API for I/O [Q1]. This contribution has the potential of improving numerous sci-
entific applications written in Fortran.

• Chapter 6 describes a novel memory abstraction mechanism designed to map stor-
age devices into memory space transparently [Q1,Q2]. Presented as a system li-
brary, the approach considerably improves performance compared to existing I/O
solutions, which can benefit both MPI and CAF implementations [Q3].

• Chapter 7 outlines future work on the topic, extending some of the contributions
presented in the previous chapters.

• Chapter 8 gives a summary in regards to the scientific questions and concludes
the work. The chapter is then followed by the list of references and the glossary.

After the first part of the thesis, the second part contains the different papers that
represent most of the source material utilized for the chapters.

1.3 List of Contributions
This thesis provides an overview of four peer-reviewed publications that represent the
main research work conducted during the Ph.D. studies. The aforementioned chapters are
based on these manuscripts, listed in chronological order below:

Paper I “MPI Windows on Storage for HPC Applications”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Roberto Gioiosa, Ivy Bo Peng, Gokcen Kestor, Sai
Narasimhamurthy, Erwin Laure, and Stefano Markidis.
Parallel Computing, Vol. 77, pp. 38–56, Elsevier, 2018.

Paper II “Decoupled Strategy for Imbalanced Workloads in Map-
Reduce Frameworks”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Sai Narasimhamurthy, Keeran Brabazon, Oliver
Perks, Erwin Laure, and Stefano Markidis.
Proceedings of the 20th International Conference on High Performance
Computing and Communications (HPCC’18), pp. 921–927. IEEE, 2018.

Paper III “Persistent Coarrays: Integrating MPI Storage Windows in
Coarray Fortran”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Alessandro Fanfarillo, Sai Narasimhamurthy, and
Stefano Markidis.
Proceedings of the 26th European MPI Users’ Group Meeting (EuroMPI
2019), pp. 3:1-3:8, ACM, 2019.
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Paper IV “uMMAP-IO: User-level Memory-mapped I/O for HPC”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Alessandro Fanfarillo, Sebastién Valat, Christophe
Laferriere, Philippe Couvee, Sai Narasimhamurthy, and Stefano Markidis.
Proceedings of the 26th IEEE International Conference on High-
Performance Computing, Data, and Analytics (HiPC’19), IEEE, 2019.

In addition, the following publications represent an important part of the research
conducted during the Ph.D. studies, establishing the foundations of the work described
in the manuscripts listed above. Moreover, part of these contributions define the initial
steps for future work on the topic of data-placement of memory objects on heterogeneous
clusters (Paper IX). Once again, the publications are listed in chronological order:

Paper V “Extending Message Passing Interface Windows to Storage”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Stefano Markidis, Ivy Bo Peng, Erwin Laure, Gokcen
Kestor, and Roberto Gioiosa.
Proceedings of the 17th IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Cluster,
Cloud and Grid Computing (CCGrid 2017), pp. 727–730. IEEE, 2017.

Paper VI “MPI Windows on Storage for HPC Applications”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Roberto Gioiosa, Ivy Bo Peng, Gokcen Kestor, Sai
Narasimhamurthy, Erwin Laure, and Stefano Markidis.
Proceedings of the 24th European MPI Users’ Group Meeting (Eu-
roMPI/USA 2017), ACM, 2017.
Best Paper Award / Remarks: Invited to publish an extended version
of the manuscript inside a special edition of Parallel Computing (Paper I).

Paper VII “MPI Concepts for High-Performance Parallel I/O in
Exascale”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Ivy Bo Peng, Stefano Markidis, and Erwin Laure.
Proceedings of the 13th HiPEAC International Summer School on Ad-
vanced Computer Architecture and Compilation for High-Performance and
Embedded Systems (ACACES’17), pp. 167–170, HiPEAC, 2017.

Paper VIII “SAGE: Percipient Storage for Exascale Data-centric
Computing”
Sai Narasimhamurthy, Nikita Danilov, Sining Wu, Ganesan Umanesan,
Stefano Markidis, Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Ivy Bo Peng, Erwin Laure, Dirk
Pleiter, and Shaun De Witt.
Parallel Computing, Vol. 83, pp. 22–33, Elsevier, 2018.

Paper IX “Exploring the Vision Processing Unit as Co-processor for
Inference”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Antonio J. Peña, David Moloney, Erwin Laure, and
Stefano Markidis.
Proceedings of the 2018 IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Pro-
cessing Symposium Workshops (IPDPSW’18), pp. 589–598, IEEE, 2018.

Lastly, the author of this thesis has also been involved in three different Horizon
2020 projects from the European Union, contributing with relevant research topics that
have led to several scientific publications and conference presentations (e.g., EASC18
Conference). The projects are Percipient Storage for Exascale Data Centric Comput-
ing (SAGE), its extension (Sage2), and Exascale Programming Models for Heterogeneous
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Systems (EPiGRAM-HS). The following deliverables were published and successfully ap-
proved by the EU-H2020 reviewing committee during the Ph.D. studies:

SAGE
D4.1

“State-of-the-Art of I/O with MPI and Gap Analysis”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Stefano Markidis, Ivy Bo Peng, Giuseppe Congiu.
Percipient Storage for Exascale Data Centric Computing (SAGE), 2016.

SAGE
D3.1

“Tools Based Application Characterization”
Keeran Brabazon, Oliver Perks, Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Stefano Markidis, Ivy Bo
Peng.
Percipient Storage for Exascale Data Centric Computing (SAGE), 2017.

SAGE
D4.6

“Global Address Space Concepts for Percipient Storage”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Stefano Markidis, Ivy Bo Peng.
Percipient Storage for Exascale Data Centric Computing (SAGE), 2017.

SAGE
D4.9

“Validation Report: Message Passing & Global Address Space
for Data-centric Computing”
Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Stefano Markidis.
Percipient Storage for Exascale Data Centric Computing (SAGE), 2018.

E-HS
D3.2

“Initial Design of a Memory Abstraction Device for Diverse
Memories”
Adrian Tate, Tim Dykes, Harvey Richardson, Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Stefano
Markidis, Oliver Thomson Brown, Dan Holmes.
Exascale Prog. Models for Heterogeneous Systems (EPiGRAM-HS), 2019.

Sage2
D2.4

“Global Memory Abstraction – Architecture Definition”
Sai Narasimhamurthy, Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Stefano Markidis, Hua Huang,
Gregory Vaumourin, Sebastién Valat, Christophe Laferriere, Philippe Couvee,
and Ganesan Umanesan.
Percipient Storage for Exascale Data Centric Computing 2 (Sage2), 2019.

Sage2
D3.1

“Sage2 Ecosystem Design Document”
Salem El Sayed M., Dirk Pleiter, Philippe Deniel, Thomas Leibovici,
Jacques-Charles Lafoucriere, Sergio Rivas-Gomez, Stefano Markidis, Patrick
Wohlschlegel, Nikos Nikoleris, Iakovos Panourgias, Magnus Morton, Andrew
Davis, Shaun De Witt, Ganesan Umanesan, and Sai Narasimhamurthy.
Percipient Storage for Exascale Data Centric Computing 2 (Sage2), 2019.

The author has also contributed to several open-source projects (e.g., iPIC3D) and
has been involved in multiple dissemination events of relevance in the field.

1.3.1 Participation in Papers
The purpose of this subsection is to briefly indicate the participation / role of the author of
this thesis into the four main papers presented in the following chapters. The descriptions
below exceptionally utilize the term “the student” to refer to the author.

Paper I
The student came up with the idea of integrating MPI storage windows through perfor-
mance hints, as well as designed and implemented its reference implementation in col-
laboration with part of the co-authors. This also includes the heterogeneous window
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allocations. He also conducted the experimental results and the adaptation of the differ-
ent benchmarks, and wrote part of the methodology, experimental results, and discussion
of the paper, including figures and other material. The writing was heavily guided by the
main supervisor, as part of the learning process of the Doctoral studies.

Paper II
The student designed and implemented the decoupled strategy of MapReduce in collabo-
ration with some of the co-authors, and proposed the integration of MPI storage windows
to support seamless fault-tolerance and out-of-core for data analytics. The execution time-
lines come from an intensive collaboration from our group with Arm, that provided us
with insight about the performance limitations of MPI one-sided in MPI implementations.
The student also conducted the experimental results and wrote most of the methodology,
experimental results, and discussion of the paper, including figures and other material.

Paper III
The student envisioned the possibility of making coarrays persistent in Coarray Fortran, in
collaboration mostly with one of the co-authors who is heavily involved in OpenCoarrays.
He designed and participated in the implementation of the approach, as well as integrated
some of its features (e.g., segment size configuration). While in this work the student was
only partially involved in conducting the experimental results, he wrote the full paper
(except for related work), including figures and other material.

Paper IV
After the experience obtained with the memory-mapped I/O mechanism of the OS in
MPI storage windows (Paper I) and subsequent publications (Papers II & III), the student
observed the need for a Global Memory Abstraction (GMA) mechanism designed for HPC.
Thus, he came up with the idea and implementation of uMMAP-IO in collaboration with
the co-authors, as well as conducted the experiments and the adaptation of the different
applications evaluated. The student wrote the full paper, including figures and other
material, fulfilling the objective for autonomous research work of the Doctoral studies.



Chapter 2

State-of-the-art of I/O on HPC

In this chapter, we provide an overview of some of the most relevant I/O programming
models and advances available on HPC. From the de-facto standard MPI-IO [48, 142], to
novel clusters that aim at revolutionizing the storage paradigm while bringing applications
to the exascale [84], the chapter introduces the reader into the I/O landscape before
presenting the rest of the contributions of the thesis. The content should technically ease
the understanding of such contributions.

2.1 MPI-IO
The Message-Passing Interface (MPI) began as a standardization process to converge
message-passing libraries into a common and truly portable API [47]. As of today, MPI is
considered the de-facto standard for programming large-scale HPC systems [119]. The
MPI Forum is the organization that manages and updates the standard. It is a large
group that involves partners from industry and academia from all around the world1.
Since the first revision published back in 1994, the MPI standard has been extended
twice, with a fourth edition expected during the 2020 decade [82]:

MPI-1 Release
MPI-1.3 + MPI-2.1

MPI-3 Release

MPI-IO + RMA included

MPI-2.2 MPI-3.1
MPI-2 Release

1994 ··· 1997 ··· 2008 2009 ··· 2012 ··· 2015

Revision

RevisionRevision

Current Revision

MPI-4 Release

··· 202X

The original specification of MPI, named MPI-1 [79], provided not only point-to-point
and collective communication, but a simple and versatile interface that allowed for both
blocking and non-blocking variants. Other advanced functionality was also included, such
as virtual topologies of processes that resemble the underlying hardware, or datatypes to
describe the layout of the data represented in memory, among others. From the beginning,

1Our group at KTH Royal Institute of Technology has participated in the discussions.

15
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the goal of MPI has always been to allow HPC applications to take advantage of the
massively parallel systems and their integrated hardware / software technologies.

As a matter of fact, incorporating further functionality based on application require-
ments was one of the main motivations of the first effort to expand MPI in 1997 with
the release of MPI-2 [80]. Short after the initial publication of the standard, the new
release included support for Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) with the MPI one-
sided communication model2, that complements the traditional two-sided communication
model (e.g., point-to-point). It also contained dynamic creation of processes, and enhanced
support for multi-threaded communications. More importantly, the MPI-2 specification
introduced comprehensive support of parallel I/O with the definition of MPI-IO [48]. This
new addition to the MPI standard aims at providing high-performance simultaneous ac-
cess to individual and shared files under very high process counts, fully exploiting the
capabilities of modern parallel file systems on HPC (e.g., GPFS [126] or Lustre [9]) and
overcoming most of the previous limitations for parallel I/O [142]. This is accomplished
by the following main functionality:

• POSIX-like File Operations. Processes can individually or collectively open /
close, seek, and read / write files using an interface comparable to that of the
POSIX-IO standard (Subsection 2.4.1) [1].

• File View Representation. Through a powerful derived data type mechanism
inherited from the original MPI-1 standard, the interface allows expressing patterns
for selective access to different sections of a file.

• Collective I/O Operations. Processes can perform read / write operations si-
multaneously over shared files while maintaining high-throughput. A vast majority
of scientific applications on HPC utilize collective I/O (e.g., Nek5000 [131]).

• Non-Blocking I/O Operations. As in the message-passing counterpart API,
MPI-IO also defines non-blocking I/O operations to allow efficient, decoupled stor-
age data accesses. The contribution in Chapter 4 partially utilizes this approach.

• Performance Hints. The interface accepts hints that can be passed to the specific
implementation to manipulate its behaviour and achieve greater performance. In
principle, the purpose of MPI hints is to provide assistance to MPI implementations,
but they can also be used to extend its functionality, as motivated in Chapter 3.

The last item highlights the importance of MPI implementations, as software libraries
that implement the MPI standard. The specification released by the MPI Forum group
defines the programming model and recommendations that the specific implementations
must follow. However, it is up to the implementors to comply with the specification, even
to extend it (e.g., with fault-tolerance support [37]). Thus, the MPI specification does not
define the underlying algorithms utilized to accomplish the functionality of the standard.

For instance, ROMIO, the MPI-IO module of one of the most popular MPI imple-
mentations called MPICH [50], integrates multiple optimizations that can be configured
through performance hints [141]. Figure 2.1 illustrates two critical contributions to the
field from ROMIO that have defined the state-of-the-art for I/O over the years on HPC.
The first one is Data Sieving (a), whose purpose is to make as few requests as possible

2RDMA is a memory access mechanism that enables access from the memory space of a
compute node into another. This provides increased throughput and low-latency communications.
More information about MPI one-sided communication will be provided in the next chapter.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of Data Sieving (a) and Two-Phase I/O (b) optimizations,
critical for high-performance collective I/O in MPI-IO implementations [141,142].

to the PFS to reduce the effects of high-latency on storage operations. The technique
enables an MPI implementation to make fewer large, contiguous requests to the PFS,
even if the user requested several small, non-contiguous accesses. Thereafter, ROMIO
re-distributes the content to accommodate the request by the application. On the other
hand, as applications provide a file view to represent the access pattern, the Two-Phase
I/O optimization (b) aims at splitting the access into two steps to improve the I/O per-
formance. In the first phase, processes access data assuming a distribution in memory
that results in each process making single, contiguous accesses. In the second phase, pro-
cesses redistribute data among themselves to the desired access pattern. The advantage
of this method is that by making all file accesses large and contiguous, the I/O time is
reduced significantly. In other words, the added cost of inter-process communication for
redistribution is relatively small compared with the savings in I/O time.

The following subsections discuss data consistency considerations in MPI-IO, which
must be considered for the proposed I/O alternative in MPI presented in Chapter 3. The
section concludes with a simple source code example and some additional remarks.

2.1.1 Data Consistency in MPI-IO
When multiple processes perform I/O operations over a shared file, there are situations
where data consistency cannot be guaranteed, either partially or completely [120]. This
is the case when part of these processes are accessing the file through individual storage
operations and perform write operations. Not using proper collective I/O operations
difficulties MPI implementations understand the dependencies among processes and their
desired access pattern. Thus, explicit data consistency semantics are required by applica-
tions, who are responsible for organizing the source code following these three options:

◦ File Atomicity. After opening a file and before performing any I/O operations, the
operational mode of the MPI-IO implementation can be set to atomic. This means
that any dependencies in data between processes are guaranteed and changes im-
mediately visible without further action. The application, however, must introduce
synchronization barriers to avoid race conditions (e.g., MPI_Barrier).
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1 ...
2 MPI_Aint length = CHUNK_SIZE * sizeof (int ); // Length of request ( bytes )
3 MPI_Aint extent = num_ranks * length ; // Displacement between procs .
4 MPI_Offset disp = rank * length ; // Displacement of the rank
5 MPI_Datatype contig , filetype ;
6
7 // Create the datatype that represents the access pattern
8 MPI_Type_contiguous ( CHUNK_SIZE , MPI_INT , & contig );
9 MPI_Type_create_resized (contig , 0, extent , & filetype );

10 MPI_Type_commit (& filetype );
11
12 // Open the file in "read -only" mode
13 MPI_File_open ( MPI_COMM_WORLD , " filename ", MPI_MODE_RDONLY , MPI_INFO_NULL , &fh );
14
15 // Set the file view and perform the collective read
16 MPI_File_set_view (fh , disp , MPI_INT , filetype , " native ", MPI_INFO_NULL );
17 MPI_File_read_all (fh , buffer , CHUNK_SIZE , MPI_INT , MPI_STATUS_IGNORE );
18
19 // Close the file handle
20 MPI_File_close (& fh );
21 ...

Listing 2.1: Source code example that shows how to use MPI-IO to perform a
collective read operation of CHUNK_SIZE integers (per process) on a shared file.

◦ Explicit Synchronization. The explicit synchronization primitives in MPI-IO,
such as MPI_File_sync, guarantee that the changes performed by the process are
flushed to the PFS. Alternatively, if the application closes a file, MPI-IO will also
implicitly flush any temporary cached value to the PFS. This means that processes
that need to collaborate in a producer-consumer fashion, can ensure data consistency
if the consumer processes open the file after the producers have closed it.

◦ Write Sequences. Applications are encouraged to design their source code to
follow write sequences. In MPI-IO, a write sequence starts when a file is first opened
or when a synchronization is triggered (e.g., MPI_File_sync), and ends when the file
is closed or when another file synchronization point is generated. All the processes
involved in the same communicator must follow this pattern.

Note, however, that the use of the file view representation and collective I/O guarantees
data consistency according to the semantics specified in the MPI standard. In addition,
applications can always guarantee data consistency as long as no overlap between processes
exists. For performance reasons, the division should be a multiple of the stripe size in the
PFS (e.g., in Lustre, the stripe defaults to 1MB [9]).

2.1.2 Source Code Example
Listing 2.1 illustrates a very simple source code example in MPI-IO, in which a group of
processes is aiming at reading an input file collectively in groups of CHUNK_SIZE integers.
The example begins by creating the derived datatype that represents the access pattern
requested by the rank, that also contains the displacement between processes. Thereafter,
the target file is opened and the file view is defined based on the derived datatype. At
this point, MPI-IO has enough information to perform the collective read operation. The
example concludes by closing the file handle.
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2.1.3 Concluding Remarks about MPI-IO
Despite the versatility of the MPI-IO interface and some of the advancements described
(e.g., Two-Phase I/O), there are several considerations that must be taken into account.
First and foremost, MPI-IO has not received any major update since its initial release in
1997. The subsequent releases published by the MPI Forum, such as MPI-3 in 2012, did
not strictly evolve the parallel I/O interface. In fact, at the time of writing this thesis,
no active effort exists in regards to I/O inside the MPI Forum [82], leaving scientific
applications with no clear solution in MPI to accommodate for the heterogeneity that
HPC clusters already feature. On top of this challenge, the programming complexity of
MPI-IO has remained high over the years. The source code example illustrated utilizes the
most simple representation of a file view. But this can differ dramatically when integrating
indexed or structured datatypes, or aiming at a block-based 2D or 3D grid [48].

This thesis presents in the next chapter a novel interface for I/O inside MPI that
requires only minor changes into the standard. Note that the readers can obtained further
information about MPI-IO in the following references: [48,115].

2.2 SAGE Platform

The Percipient Storage for Exascale Data Centric Computing (SAGE) platform, part of the
Horizon 2020 program from the European Union, is a project that proposes hardware to
support a multi-tiered I/O hierarchy and associated intelligent management software [84].
The goal is to provide a demonstrable path towards exascale. Further, SAGE proposes
a radical approach in extreme-scale HPC, by moving traditional computations, typically
done in the compute cluster, to the storage subsystem. This would provide the potential
of significantly reducing the overall energy footprint of the cluster. Hence, helping to
move towards the “Performance / Watt” targets of exascale-class supercomputers [136].
In addition, it must also be noted that the contributions of this thesis are mostly developed
around the SAGE and Sage2 EU-H2020 projects.

The SAGE platform mainly consists of a Unified Object Storage Infrastructure (UOSI),
that contains multiple tiers of storage device technologies at the bottom of the stack (Fig-
ure 2.2). The system does not require any specific storage device technology type and
it accommodates upcoming NVRAM (e.g., 3D XPoint [55]), reliable Solid-State Drive
storage (e.g., V-NAND [35]), high-performance hard disks (e.g., Hybrid SSHD [108]), and
archival-grade storage (e.g., LTO-based Tape Drives [11]). For the NVRAM-based Tier-1,
the project currently integrates Intel’s 3D XPoint technology in block device NVMe form-
factor [55]. A potential Tier-0 with Non-Volatile Dual In-line Memory Module (NVDIMM)
units is proposed in Sage2, allowing for byte-addressable data accesses [125]. The contri-
bution of Chapter 6 is one of the main efforts inside Sage2 to define a Global Memory
Abstraction (GMA) mechanism that allows seamless access to Tier-0 [112].

Regardless of the storage technology utilized, the main contribution of SAGE is to
incorporate each of these tiers into standard form-factor enclosures that provide their own
compute capability. This is enabled by standard x86 embedded processing components,
which are connected through an Infiniband Fourteen Data Rate (FDR) network [41], and
a rich software ecosystem capable of exploiting the Unified Object Storage Infrastructure.
The SAGE software consists of these main layers:
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Data-centric Applications

SAGE APIs for Object Storage

Tier-1 / NVRAM (e.g., 3DXP / STT-RAM)

Tier-2 / SSD Flash (e.g., 3D V-NAND / NAND)

Tier-3 / High-Performance Hard Disks (e.g., Hybrid SSHD)

Tier-4 / Archival-grade Storage Disks (e.g., LTO-based Tape Drives)

Unified Object Storage Infrastructure

Figure 2.2: SAGE conceptual object storage architecture, integrating a multi-tiered
I/O hierarchy with intelligent management software [84]. The contributions of this
thesis are mostly developed around the SAGE and Sage2 EU-H2020 projects.

• Mero. It is the base of the software stack that provides the distributed object stor-
age support. Mero is considered an exascale-capable object storage infrastructure,
with the ability to read / write objects and the possibility of storing metadata
through a Key Value Store (KVS). The core also provides resource management of
caches, locks, extents, and hardware reliability.

• Clovis. Provides the higher-level interface to Mero. Clovis is a rich, transactional
storage API that can be used directly by applications and layered with traditional
interfaces, such as POSIX-IO. The Clovis I/O interface provides functions related
to objects and indices (KVS) for storing and retrieving data. A Clovis object is an
array of blocks of power of two size bytes. Objects can be read from and written to
at block-level granularity. Objects can be deleted at the end of their lifetime.

• Function Shipping. This component allows applications to run data-centric, dis-
tributed computations directly on the storage nodes where the data resides. More-
over, the computations offloaded to the storage cluster are designed to be resilient
to errors. Well-defined functions are shipped from the use cases to storage through
simple Remote Procedure Call (RPC) mechanisms.

• Tools and APIs. SAGE contains a set of tools for I/O profiling and optimized
data movement across different platform tiers at the top of the SAGE software
stack. Such tools include support for data analytics, telemetry recording (e.g., Arm
Map [10]), and more. Additionally, SAGE offers several high-level APIs designed to
support the cluster, which mostly include the contributions presented in the next
chapters of this thesis.

To conclude this section, it is worth mentioning that the base hardware platform
of SAGE was successfully installed at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre in 2017. It is
currently being updated with Arm-based Cavium ThunderX2 processors [74], as part of
the Extreme Scale Demonstrators (ESD) initiative. More information about SAGE and
Sage2 can be found on the official website of the project (http://www.sagestorage.eu)
and the following references: [84,124].
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Figure 2.3: With streaming I/O offloading, part of the processes launched for the
application are dedicated to conduct I/O operations [99]. Compared to the use of
MPI-IO collective operations, here the I/O processes do not perform computations.

2.3 Streaming I/O

Streaming I/O offloading is a strategy that reserves MPI processes dedicated to perform
I/O operations using MPI-IO, while the rest of MPI processes carry out the computation
of HPC applications [99]. The compute processes send the data to the I/O processes
through asynchronous and irregular data streams, while the I/O processes thereafter carry
out the MPI-IO operations either individually or collectively. The main advantage of this
approach is that it allows the compute processes perform only computations in parallel
while the I/O processes carry out the storage operations.

In principle, the streaming I/O mechanism decouples the I/O operations from the
majority of the MPI processes. The complexity of the I/O operations depends only on
the size of the group of I/O processes, and for this reason a small group of I/O processes
can keep the complexity of the storage operations low, even when the number of compute
processes increases. This fact differs considerably from an approach based only on collec-
tive I/O operations from MPI-IO, which would require all processes in one communicator
write to or read from a shared file collectively. Hence, the complexity of maintaining
the consistency semantics and optimizing the file access in the collective I/O operations
increases at the same pace as the number of processes.

Moreover, the technique can be particularly useful for irregular I/O in HPC applica-
tions, as the communication between the compute processes and I/O processes is fine-
grained and irregular. MPI collective I/O supports multiple processes writing to one
shared output file, that compared to the individual output file by each process, can largely
reduce the metadata and locking constraints of the PFS (see Section 2.1). Such overhead
increases with the number of MPI processes as well. When applications have irregular I/O
patterns, each process can have a different amount of data to output and the amount of
data can change at each output cycle. For this reason, at each output cycle, it is necessary
to determine the offset in the file view and re-compute it manually per process.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the pipelining of application computation through the I/O of-
floading with the streaming I/O technique, where the light-gray boxes represent the
MPI processes that carry out the computations of the HPC application, and the dark-gray
boxes the ones dedicated to the I/O operations. These two groups of MPI processes are
connected by asynchronous data streams, defined by parallel I/O operations. At the run-
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Figure 2.4: Weak scaling using iPIC3D comparing (a) MPI_File_write_all and
(b) MPI_File_write_shared to the streaming I/O technique. The evaluations run
on Beskow [94] and assign an I/O process per every 15 compute processes.

time of the application, the group of compute processes carry out the simulation. Once
they generate some data that needs to be saved to disk, they will stream out the data
to the group of I/O processes. This streaming operation is an individual non-blocking
communication operation, allowing the compute process to return immediately without
waiting for completion. The group of I/O processes keep on receiving data from the com-
pute processes and the requests are processed according to the parallel I/O operation
attached to the data streams on a first-arrive, first-served basis. Furthermore, as these
I/O processes are not involved in the computation of the application, they can allocate
large memory buffers to hold the data received from multiple compute processes before
saving them, providing efficient data aggregation and reducing interactions with the PFS.

The MPI Streams library [100] provides an interface to define the tasks to be per-
formed on the dedicated I/O processes. The parallel I/O processes can also perform post-
processing or even online processing with appropriate configuration, a requirement for the
function shipping concept of the SAGE platform. When an application has been adapted,
the performance over a PFS (e.g., GPFS) generally improves considerably compared to
using plain MPI-IO operations. Figure 2.4 illustrates a weak scaling evaluation utilizing a
modified iPIC3D [72] and two types of MPI-IO collective operations in comparison with
the streaming I/O technique. The evaluations run on Beskow, a supercomputer from KTH
Royal Institute of Technology [94], and assign an I/O process per every 15 compute pro-
cesses. From the results, it can be observed that the speedup obtained is over 3.5× when
running up to 8192 processes using MPI_File_write_all (i.e., collective I/O operation),
and 12.3× when using MPI_File_write_shared (i.e., individual I/O operation).

Despite these results, the streaming I/O technique has several drawbacks. The most
important one is that it requires a considerable effort to adapt applications to incorporate
this model. Worse, the technique is only valid for targeting PFS and enforces part of the
processes to remain idle, which can result in under-utilization of the cluster in certain
applications. More information can be acquired in the following references: [99,100].

2.4 Additional Approaches
The previous sections have briefly illustrated some of the most relevant I/O advances in
the field of High-Performance Computing. Nonetheless, it must also be mentioned that
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other alternative approaches are available, such as the traditional POSIX-IO [1] or even
the native support in programming languages like Fortran [106].

2.4.1 Operating System Support
The Operating System (OS) has traditionally provided support and services for I/O that
applications can easily integrate into their workflow [8]. Compared to MPI-IO on HPC,
in this case the support is designed mostly for general purpose and regular applications.

The Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) is an IEEE standard that helps
in obtaining compatibility and portability between operating systems [1]. The POSIX-IO
specification enables file access and manipulation through a very simple set of system
calls, such as open / close, seek, read / write, and even variations like pread / pwrite
that provide further flexibility (e.g., seek + read). Moreover, the Portable Operating
System Interface for Asynchronous I/O (POSIX-AIO) allows applications to initiate one
or more I/O operations to be performed asynchronously by the OS in the background.
The application can elect to be notified for completion of the I/O operation in a variety of
ways. For instance, by delivery of a signal, by instantiation of a thread, or no notification.

Furthermore, the OS also integrates mechanisms to bypass buffering in main memory
and improve the performance on emerging non-volatile memories [144]. The Direct Access
for files (DAX) is a kernel feature that prevents the use of the OS page cache to buffer
read / write operations from / to files. While such buffering is useful for traditional
block devices, byte-addressable NVDIMM or state-of-the-art NVRAM memories do not
require the use of page cache, as it would imply unnecessary copies of the original data.
DAX removes the extra copies by performing read / write operations directly to the
storage device from the CPU cache. The pmem.io effort by Intel Corporation utilizes this
mechanism with special instructions to improve the performance [121].

In addition, the OS features a novel concept called memory-mapped I/O, or simply
mmap (i.e., from its system call). This mechanism creates a mapping of a file in the virtual
address space of the process. A memory-mapped file is, thus, a segment of virtual memory
that has been assigned a direct byte-for-byte correlation with some portion of a file or file-
like resource. This resource is typically physically present on a storage device (e.g., SSD),
but can also be a device, shared memory object, or any other resource that the OS can
reference through a file descriptor. Once present, the correlation between the file and the
memory space permits to treat the mapped portion as if it were main memory. In other
words, applications utilize simple load / store operations to access the storage device.

An HPC-oriented alternative to mmap is presented in Chapter 6, overcoming most of
its limitations [112]. More information about OS support for I/O can be found in: [8].

2.4.2 Memory Drive Technology
The Memory Drive Technology (MDT) is a recent product by Intel Corporation that
combines a Software-Defined Memory (SDM) technology with SSD drives to allow the
expansion of the system’s main memory beyond DRAM [62]. The main idea is to utilize
the capacity of the storage device as byte-addressable memory, instead of as block storage.
The technology is optimized to take advantage of the latest processors, PCIe-based storage,
and the latest persistent memory technology (e.g., 3D XPoint [55]). In fact, Intel claims
that MDT has been designed for high-concurrency and in-memory analytics workloads.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Traditional “memory + storage” design, where storage is considered
a separate entity. (b) Intel’s Memory Drive Technology seamlessly extends main
memory from the BIOS without the OS or the applications knowing [62].

Among some of its benefits, MDT offers optimized performance for up to 8× system
memory expansion over installed DRAM capacity (up to 1.2TB), ultra-low latencies, close-
to DRAM performance for SDM operations, and reliably consistent Quality-of-Service
(QoS). It also reduces operating costs considerably, as it enables compute clusters to
implement the same amount of memory for a significantly lower cost compared to all-
DRAM installations. Or, alternatively, achieve much larger amounts of memory than the
practical limitations of a DRAM-only compute node capacity. A comparison between the
traditional configuration and MDT is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Despite being technically similar to mmap, the main difference with MDT is that it ex-
ecutes directly on the hardware and below the operating system. The system memory is
assembled from DRAM and the PCIe-based SSD drives, leveraging the economic benefit of
storage devices while operating transparently as volatile system memory. MDT is imple-
mented as an OS-transparent virtual machine [76]. Storage devices are utilized as part of
the system memory to present the aggregated capacity of the DRAM and NVDIMM mod-
ules installed in the system, as one coherent, shared memory address space. No changes
are required to the operating system, applications, or any other system components. Ad-
ditionally, MDT implements advanced memory access prediction algorithms.

While the technology seems to offer tremendous potential, it is still on a experimental
stage. Further, storage devices are no longer utilized for persistency, but to extend main
memory only. Additional information about Intel’s Memory Drive Technology, including
preliminary performance evaluations, can be found in these references: [62,76].

2.4.3 pHDF5
Traditional file systems store data hierarchically in tree-based structures that include
folders and files. They were designed decades ago with the purpose of providing a common
procedure of organizing data, accessible through a path within a root directory. The
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metadata associated with each file mostly describes basic information, like creation date
or owner, but it does not give details about its context or purpose in the storage subsystem.

Large-scale services and parallel applications, however, mostly generate unstructured
data, where the content that the data represents is what matters. Hierarchical Data For-
mat v5 (HDF5) emerges as a widely-extended scientific library that allows to map objects
in a programming language to data stored in the file system [43]. This provides some im-
portant benefits, such as portability and flexibility for applications. For instance, HDF5
can be used to store different types of datasets commonly found in scientific computing,
such as the following:

− Rectilinear 3D grids with balanced, cubic partitioning.
− Rectilinear 3D grids with unbalanced, rectangular partitioning.
− Contiguous but size-varying arrays for Adapative Mesh Refinement (AMR).

As a matter of fact, iPIC3D stores the particle information per process in HDF5 format
for checkpointing purposes, as motivated during the introduction of Chapter 1 [10,72]. But
HPC applications like iPIC3D utilize what is called the Parallel Hierarchical Data Format
v5 (pHDF5) [86]. This library extends the original HDF5 implementation to provide
support for parallel I/O using MPI-IO. Thus, an HDF5 file can be opened in parallel from
an MPI application by specifying a parallel “file driver” with an MPI communicator and
info structure. This information is communicated to HDF5 through a property list, a
special HDF5 structure that is used to modify the default behavior of the library.

The MPI-IO file driver defaults to independent mode, where each processor can access
the file independently and any conflicting accesses are handled by the underlying parallel
file system. Alternatively, the MPI-IO file driver can be set to collective mode to enable
collective buffering (i.e., Two-Phase I/O [141]). This is not specified during file creation,
but rather during each transfer (read or write) to a dataset by passing a transfer property
list to the specific I/O call.

Further information about HDF5 and pHDF5, including source code examples, can be
obtained from the following references: [43,86].

2.4.4 I/O in Fortran
Fortran is a general-purpose, compiled imperative programming language that is espe-
cially suited for numeric computation and scientific computing [106]. Alongside C, it is
considered one of the most popular languages for HPC3. As a matter of fact, the MPI stan-
dard provides a Fortran counterpart API for all of its functionality, including collective
communication and MPI-IO [48,81].

Like other programming languages, Fortran contains a solid I/O interface through the
Fortran Interface for I/O (Fortran-IO) [67]. Its main purpose is to provide applications
with support for printing and / or storing data. Multiple commands and formatting
specifications serve for these purposes, such as the I/O operations OPEN / CLOSE, FLUSH,
or READ / WRITE. Moreover, the language also includes PRINT and I/O formatting FORMAT
functionality. In Fortran 2008, a significant addition integrated the ability to extend the
basic facilities with user-defined routines to output derived types, including those that
are themselves composed of other derived types [105]. Together, these commands form

3More information about Fortran and its extension, Coarray Fortran, is presented in Chapter 5.
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a very powerful assembly of facilities for reading and writing formatted and unformatted
files with sequential, direct, or asynchronous access.

Nonetheless, despite the existing support, Fortran still lacks of a comprehensive inte-
gration of heterogeneous I/O interfaces. Thus, Chapter 5 presents a seamless I/O interface
based on Coarray Fortran (CAF), meant to support transparent resilience in the near-term
future [111]. Further information about Fortran and Fortran-IO can be acquired in these
references: [67,106].



Chapter 3

Unified Programming Interface for
I/O in MPI

The Message-Passing Interface (MPI) is considered the de-facto standard for programming
large-scale distributed-memory systems [47]. Since its inception, the standard has provided
high-performance and portability on massively parallel supercomputers. Together with
the conventional message-passing model of MPI (e.g., point-to-point), MPI-2 introduced
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) support with the MPI one-sided communication
model [80]. These operations are meant to provide access to the local memory of other
processes, a feature that resembles traditional shared-memory programming.

In order to understand the main differences between each model, Figure 3.1 illustrates
a simple comparison between the classic message-passing of “send + receive”, and the
one-sided communication. In the message-passing (a), processes are required to cooperate.
The source process must state the intention to transfer data to the target process. This is
frequently accomplished by a preliminary envelope exchange to identify the message on the
specific target (i.e., tag-matching [75]), followed by a confirmation from the target that the
space required for the message is available. The specific interaction can vary depending
on the message size, type of communication primitive utilized, and also determined by the
Eager and Rendezvous protocols [69]. After this exchange, the data is transferred.

The problem with this interaction is that it makes the processes coupled, theoretically
forcing the communication to stall until the negotiation is complete. The MPI one-sided
communication model (b), on the other hand, dramatically streamlines this interaction.
In this case, each process exposes part of its local memory through the concept of an
MPI window [48]. The term window is utilized because only a limited part of the local
memory is exposed (i.e., the rest remains private). The size of each window can differ
among processes, and some may opt not share any memory. The critical difference with
message-passing resides on the simplicity of MPI one-sided. For instance, to interact
with a local or remote window, put / get operations can be utilized for accessing both
local and remote windows, without distinction. Moreover, support for shared memory
programming using MPI windows is also possible since MPI-3, as in OpenMP1 [28, 60].
The new revision of the standard additionally defined atomic operations, such as Compare-

1In this case, the put / get operations are replaced with simple load / store [49].

27
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Figure 3.1: (a) The message-passing model enforces both processes involved in the
communication to interact. (b) The one-sided communication model decouples the
processes, enabling asynchronous communication from / to the MPI windows [48].

And-Swap (CAS). More importantly, processes become effectively decoupled, allowing for
asynchronous communication (i.e., no tag-matching) and reduced latency [45].

In the same way that storage will seamlessly extend memory in the near future, pro-
gramming interfaces for memory operations will also become interfaces for I/O oper-
ations. In this chapter, we propose to raise the level of programming abstraction by
using MPI one-sided communication and MPI windows as a unified interface to any of
the available memory and storage technologies [114]. MPI windows provide a familiar,
straightforward interface that can be utilized to program data movement among memory
and storage subsystems in MPI, and without the need for separate interfaces for I/O.

Key Contributions
� We design and implement MPI storage windows to map MPI windows into storage

devices. We provide a reference, open-source implementation atop the MPI Profiling
Interface, and consider how the approach could be integrated inside MPICH [50].

� We show that MPI storage windows introduce only a relatively small runtime over-
head when compared to MPI memory windows and MPI-IO, in most cases. However,
it provides a higher level of flexibility and seamless integration of the memory and
storage programming interfaces.

� We present how to use MPI storage windows for out-of-core execution and par-
allel I/O in reference applications, such as Distributed Hash Table [45], and the
Hardware-Accelerated Cosmology Code I/O kernel [54].

� We illustrate how heterogeneous window allocations provide performance advantages
when combining memory and storage allocations on certain HPC workloads.

3.1 Extending MPI Windows to Storage
In order to extend the concept of MPI window to storage, we observe that MPI does
not restrict the type of allocation that a window should be pinned to [81]. The standard
only defines how processes can interact with a window and the semantics involved in
the communication, but it does not specify the technology that the window must utilize.
Thus, MPI storage windows can become a seamless, unified programming interface for I/O
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inside MPI, allowing access to memory and storage through simple put / get operations
(Figure 3.2). Furthermore, no major changes are required into the standard.

We propose to enable MPI windows to be allocated on storage when proper per-
formance hints are given to the window allocation routines (Subsection 3.1.1) via the
MPI Info Object [154]. The performance hints are tuples of key-value pairs that provide
implementations of MPI with information about the underlying hardware. For instance,
certain hints can improve the performance of collective communication by providing net-
work topology. Also, MPI-IO operations can be optimized if the I/O characteristics of
an HPC application are provided through hints. Thus, performance hints can determine
the location of the mapping to storage and define other hardware-specific settings, such
as the file-stripe of a PFS (e.g., striping_factor) [85]. Moreover, if the specific MPI im-
plementation does not support storage allocations, the hints are simply ignored, which
maintains compatiblity among implementations. Several performance hints are defined to
enable and configure MPI storage windows:

• alloc_type. If set to “storage”, it enables the MPI window allocation on storage.
Otherwise, the window will be allocated in memory (default).

• storage_alloc_filename. Defines the path and the name of the target file. A block
device can also be provided, allowing us to support different storage technologies.

• storage_alloc_offset. Identifies the displacement or starting point of the MPI
storage window inside a file. This is specially valuable for accessing shared files.

• storage_alloc_factor. Enables combined window allocations, where a single win-
dow contains both memory and storage mappings. A value of “0.5” would associate
half of the addresses in memory, and half into storage.

• storage_alloc_order. Defines the order of the allocation in combined windows. A
value of “memory_first” sets first addresses in memory, and then storage (default).

• storage_alloc_unlink. If set to “true”, it removes the associated file during the
deallocation of an MPI storage window (i.e., useful for writing temporary files).

• storage_alloc_discard. If set to “true”, avoids to synchronize to storage the
recent changes during the deallocation of an MPI storage window.

Applications that use MPI one-sided communication can continue to allocate windows
in memory by avoiding the alloc_type hint, or by setting this hint with MPI_Info_set and
a value of “memory”. To enable MPI storage windows, the alloc_type hint has to be set to
“storage”. Applications are expected to provide, at least, the storage_alloc_filename
hint, which is required to specify the path where the window is set to be mapped (e.g.,
a file). The rest of the described hints are optional and strictly depend on the particular
use-case where MPI storage windows is integrated. In addition, it must be noted that
most of the existing hints for MPI-IO can also be integrated in MPI storage windows [51].

3.1.1 Reference Implementation
Even though support for MPI storage windows can be ideally provided at MPI implemen-
tation level, the feature can be easily integrated at library-level as well. Understanding the
type of allocation is possible through the attribute caching mechanism of MPI. This feature
enables user-defined cached information on MPI communicators, datatypes and windows.
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Figure 3.2: MPI storage windows enable seamless access to different types of mem-
ory and storage technologies, including PFS (e.g., GPFS [126]). Compared to
MPI-IO [48,142], HPC applications benefit from a unified programming interface.

In this case, metadata about the allocation can be attached to the MPI window to differ-
entiate between traditional in-memory allocations, storage-based, or combined allocations.
The properties can be retrieved querying the window object (i.e., MPI_Info_get).

We design and implement MPI storage windows as an open-source reference library2 on
top of MPI using the MPI Profiling Interface (PMPI) [66]. We also integrate the approach
inside the MPICH MPI implementation (CH3) [50]. The library version allows us to
quickly prototype the MPI storage window concept and to understand which features are
required for supporting storage-based allocations in the future. The MPICH integration
allows us to comprehend the complexity of defining this concept in a production-quality
MPI implementation. Both implementations support the same functionality.

Our reference implementation of MPI storage windows is based on the use of the
memory-mapped I/O mechanism of the OS [8] (Subsection 2.4.1). Target files or block
devices from an MPI storage window are first opened, mapped into the virtual memory
space of the MPI process, and then associated with the MPI window. Several Unix system
and I/O functions are required for these purposes. First, mmap is utilized to reserve the
range of virtual addresses and also to establish a storage mapping in main memory (e.g.,
from files or block devices). When targeting files, ftruncate guarantees that the mapping
has enough associated storage space. The changes in the mapping are synchronized inter-
nally through msync, which flushes all the dirty pages to storage from the page cache of
the OS3. Lastly, munmap allows us to release the mapping of the file or block device from
the page table of the process.

Several routines are extended to handle the allocation, deallocation, and synchroniza-
tion of MPI storage windows through the PMPI interface. The specification of these
routines remains unaltered and follow the original definition in the MPI-3 standard [81]:

• MPI_Win_allocate. Allocates an MPI storage window through the MPI Info Object.
The routine maps the physical file into the virtual memory space of the MPI process.

• MPI_Win_allocate_shared. Equivalent to the previous routine, it defines an MPI
shared window on storage [49]. By default, the mapped addresses are consecutive.

2https://github.com/sergiorg-kth/mpi-storagewin
3Memory-mappings utilize a global cache in main memory to improve performance [117].
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Figure 3.3: MPI storage windows can be created by mapping files into the process
address space through the memory-mapped I/O mechanism of the OS [8]. The page
cache optimizes the performance by maintaining the mapped space in memory.

• MPI_Win_sync. Synchronizes the memory and storage copies of the MPI storage
window4. This routine may return immediately if the pages are already synchronized
with storage by the OS (i.e., a selective synchronization is frequently performed).

• MPI_Win_attach / MPI_Win_detach. These two routines allow us to support MPI dy-
namic windows on storage [45]. The mapping can be pre-established by providing
the hints to MPI_Alloc_mem instead.

• MPI_Win_free. Releases the mapping from the page table of the MPI process and
deletes the mapped file if requested with the storage_alloc_unlink hint.

Figure 3.3 summarizes the use of these routines with four MPI storage windows. Three
files are opened and mapped into the virtual memory space of the four MPI process. After
the mapping is established, the OS automatically moves data from memory (page cache) to
storage, and vice-versa. In the example, two MPI storage windows share a file. An offset x
is provided as performance hint during the allocation of the window. The MPI_Win_sync
routine ensures that the window copy on memory, within the page cache of the OS, is
synchronized with the mapped file on storage.

3.1.2 Source Code Example
Scientific applications on HPC that utilize the MPI one-sided communication model can
immediately integrate MPI storage windows. Listing 3.1 shows a source code example that
allocates an MPI storage window using some of the described performance hints. The ex-
ample demonstrates how different MPI processes can write information to an MPI storage
window of other processes with a simple put operation. This operation can also be used

4Even though MPI storage windows resembles the separate memory model of MPI win-
dows [48], in this case, local and remote operations only affect the memory mapped region.
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1 ...
2 // Define the Info object to enable storage allocations
3 MPI_Info info = MPI_INFO_NULL ;
4 MPI_Info_create (& info );
5 MPI_Info_set (info , " alloc_type ", " storage ");
6 MPI_Info_set (info , " storage_alloc_filename ", "/path/to/file");
7 MPI_Info_set (info , " storage_alloc_offset ", "0");
8 MPI_Info_set (info , " storage_alloc_unlink ", " false ");
9

10 // Allocate storage window with space for num_procs integers
11 MPI_Win_allocate ( num_procs * sizeof (int), sizeof (int), info , MPI_COMM_WORLD ,
12 ( void **)& baseptr , &win );
13
14 // Limit the operation to half of the processes
15 if ( IS_EVEN_NUM (rank ))
16 {
17 // Put a random value on the destination ranks
18 for(int drank = 1; drank < num_procs ; drank += 2)
19 {
20 int k = rank + timestamp ;
21 MPI_Win_lock ( MPI_LOCK_SHARED , drank , 0, win );
22 MPI_Put (&k, 1, MPI_INT , drank , offset , 1, MPI_INT , win );
23 MPI_Win_unlock (drank , win );
24 }
25 }
26 ...

Listing 3.1: Source code example that illustrates how to use MPI storage windows
to allocate and write a symbolic value to other remote processes [113].

for local MPI storage windows. The code first creates an MPI Info object and sets the per-
formance hints to enable storage allocations. Then, it allocates the MPI storage window
passing the Info object and instructs half of the MPI processes to write to the correspon-
dent MPI storage window of the other half. The MPI_Win_lock / MPI_Win_unlock start
and end the passive epoch to the MPI window on the target rank.

3.2 Data Consistency Considerations

By using the memory-mapped I/O mechanism, MPI storage windows implicitly integrate
demand paging in memory through the page cache of the OS, temporarily holding fre-
quently accessed pages mapped to storage. The flexibility of this mechanism, however,
also introduces several challenges for data consistency inside MPI storage windows. First
and foremost, local or remote operations are only guaranteed to affect the memory copy
of the window inside the page cache. The semantics of the MPI one-sided communication
operations, such as MPI_Win_lock / MPI_Win_unlock or MPI_Win_flush, will only ensure
the completion of the local or remote operations inside the memory of the target process
(i.e., the storage status is undefined at that point). As a consequence, when consistency
of the data within the storage layer has to be preserved, applications are required to use
MPI_Win_sync on the window to enforce a synchronization of the modified content inside
the page cache of the OS (see Subsection 3.1.1). This operation blocks the MPI pro-
cess until the data is ensured to be flushed from memory to storage. Therefore, write
operations (e.g., MPI_Put) accompanied with a subsequent MPI_Win_sync guarantee data
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consistency on the storage layer. Any read operation (e.g., MPI_Get) is not affected and
triggers data accesses to storage through the page-fault mechanism of the OS.

Another important challenge is to prevent remote data accesses during a window syn-
chronization to storage. In this regard, the MPI standard already contains the definition
atomic operations (e.g., Compare-And-Swap), as well as an exclusive lock inside the pas-
sive target synchronization [81]. By default, accesses that are protected by an exclusive
lock (i.e., MPI_LOCK_EXCLUSIVE) will not be concurrent with other accesses to the same
window that is lock protected. Thus, guaranteeing that no interference exists during the
synchronization of the data, useful for neighbour-based checkpointing (Section 7.3) [20].

3.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we briefly illustrate performance results of MPI storage windows on two
different testbeds. The first one is a compute node with local storage (HDD and SSD),
allowing us to demonstrate the implications of our approach on HPC clusters with local
persistency support. The second testbed is a supercomputer from KTH Royal Institute
of Technology [95] with storage provided by a PFS. The specifications are given below:

• Blackdog is a workstation equipped with dual 8-core Xeon E5-2609v2 2.5GHz
processors and 72GB DRAM. The storage consists of two 4TB HDD (Non-RAID
WD4000F9YZ) and operations 250GB SSD (Samsung 850 EVO). The OS is Ubuntu
Server 16.04 with Kernel 4.4.0-62-generic. Applications are compiled with GCC
v5.4.0 and MPICH v3.2. The vm.dirty_ratio is set to 80% for better OS page
cache use [146].

• Tegner is a supercomputer with 46 compute nodes equipped with dual 12-core
Haswell E5-2690v3 2.6GHz processors and 512GB DRAM. The storage employs a
Lustre PFS (client v2.5.2) with 165 OST servers. No local storage is provided. The
OS is CentOS v7.3.1611 with Kernel 3.10.0-514.6.1.el7.x86_64. Applications are
compiled with GCC v6.2.0 and Intel MPI v5.1.3.

Note that all the figures reflect the standard deviation of the samples as error bars. We
use the PMPI-based implementation in both testbeds for deployment reasons on Tegner.
In addition, we set the default Lustre settings on Tegner, assigning one OST server per
MPI process and a stripping size of 1MB. The swap partition is disabled in both testbeds.

3.3.1 Microbenchmark
mSTREAM5 is a microbenchmark inspired by STREAM [73] that measures throughput by
performing large memory operations over an MPI window allocation. We use mSTREAM
to stress the storage subsystem and understand the performance differences with MPI
memory windows. The tests utilize a fixed window allocation size of 16GB and a transfer
size of 16MB. A single MPI process is used for each test to avoid potential interferences.

From the results, we observe that the performance of MPI storage windows is largely
dominated by the need for flushing the data changes to storage when no other compu-
tations are conducted. Figure 3.4 illustrates the throughput achieved by each kernel of

5https://github.com/sergiorg-kth/mpi-storagewin/tree/master/benchmark
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Figure 3.4: (a,b) mSTREAM performance using MPI memory and storage windows
on Blackdog and Tegner. (c) Comparison of read / write throughput on Tegner.

mSTREAM using MPI memory and storage windows on Blackdog and Tegner. The stor-
age windows are mapped into the local storage of Blackdog, and on the Lustre PFS of
Tegner. The performance results of (a) indicate that the degradation of MPI storage
windows on local storage is 56.4% on average when using the SSD, of which 33.8% of the
execution time is spent on transferring unflushed changes to storage. In the case of the
HDD, the flush time exceeds 50%. On the other hand, the results of the same experiment
running on Tegner (b) illustrate evident differences between MPI memory and storage
windows. The storage-based allocation degrades the throughput by over 90% compared
to the MPI window allocation in memory. In particular, the throughput of MPI memory
windows reaches 10.6GB/s on average, while the peak throughput of MPI storage windows
is approximately 1.0GB/s. The reason for this result is due to the lack of write buffering
on Lustre for memory-mapped I/O, producing “asymmetric” performance (c).

3.3.2 Data Analytics and Out-of-Core Evaluation
Due to the recent importance of data analytics on HPC [23, 104], we use a Distributed
Hash Table (DHT) implementation6 based on MPI one-sided communication for the next
evaluation [45]. The goal is to mimic data analytics applications that have random accesses
to distributed data structures. In this implementation, each MPI process put and get
values, and also resolve conflicts asynchronously on any of the exposed local volumes of
the DHT through Compare-And-Swap (CAS) atomic operations.

The use of atomic operations inside the DHT implementation effectively hides some of
the constraints expected due to the memory and storage bandwidth differences. Figure 3.5
presents the average execution time using MPI memory and storage windows on Blackdog
and Tegner. Each process inserts up to 80% of the DHT capacity. We use 8 processes on
Blackdog and 96 processes (4 nodes) on Tegner. The results on (a) show that the overhead
of MPI storage windows on conventional HDD is approximately 32% on average compared
to MPI memory windows, and 20% when using the SSD. By increasing the process count
and the number of active nodes on Tegner, the overhead of the network communication
and atomic CAS operations required to maintain the DHT hides the performance limita-
tions. In this case, we observe on (b) that using MPI storage windows barely affects the

6https://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/Research/Parallel_Programming/foMPI
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Figure 3.6: HACC I/O evaluation using MPI-IO and MPI storage windows on
Blackdog and Tegner. The tests vary the process count for a fixed problem size.

performance, with only a 2% degradation on average compared to MPI memory windows.
Lastly, (c) demonstrates the performance of MPI storage windows by exceeding the main
memory capacity on Blackdog. Utilizing a combined allocation with a factor of 0.57, we
observe a mere 8% degradation when compared to MPI memory windows before exceeding
the memory capacity, and only a 13% compared to the projected value. In the largest test
case, where 59.6GB are on storage, the overhead increases to only 36% on average.

3.3.3 Checkpoint-Restart on Scientific Applications
For the last evaluation, we use the checkpoint-restart mechanism8 of the Hardware-
Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC) [54], a physics particle-based code to simulate the
evolution of the Universe after the Big Bang. Our tests evaluate the I/O capabilities of
MPI storage windows compared to the performance of the existing MPI-IO implementa-
tion. This latter implementation uses individual file I/O (i.e., not collective operations).

The results demonstrate that MPI storage windows can be an alternative to MPI-IO
when using local storage and also a PFS. Figure 3.6 shows the average execution time

7This means that 50% of the allocation is located in memory, while the other 50% is on storage.
8https://asc.llnl.gov/CORAL-benchmarks
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using MPI-IO and MPI storage windows on Blackdog and Tegner. The evaluations target
the local HDD on Blackdog, and the Lustre PFS on Tegner. We use 100 million particles
in all the evaluations while doubling the number of processes. The results on (a) indicate
that MPI-IO performs slightly better on average on Blackdog (2–4% faster). However, (b)
shows that MPI storage windows provides on Tegner about 32% improvement on average
compared to the MPI-IO implementation, mostly after the process count increases from
16 to 32 processes, which also raises the number of active nodes from one to two.

3.4 Concluding Remarks
Compute nodes of next-generation supercomputers will include different memory and stor-
age technologies. This chapter has proposed a novel use of MPI windows to hide the het-
erogeneity of the memory and storage subsystems by providing a single common program-
ming interface for data movement across these layers, without requiring drastic changes
into the standard. The experimental results have also demonstrated that MPI storage
windows transparently and efficiently integrates storage support into new and existing ap-
plications. Moreover, it allows the definition of combined window allocations, that merge
memory and storage under a unified virtual address space for out-of-core. As a matter of
fact, the benefits for data analytics led to the work presented in the following chapter.

Nonetheless, we also observe that the importance of an efficient implementation for
MPI storage windows is required for data-intensive applications. The use of the memory-
mapped file I/O mechanism of the OS constraints the performance by introducing asym-
metric read / write bandwidth on PFS like Lustre. To overcome these limitations, Chap-
ter 6 presents a high-performance memory-mapped I/O mechanism designed for HPC,
which can benefit MPI implementations in the near-term future.

More information about MPI storage windows, including additional source code ex-
amples and performance evaluations, can be obtained in these references: [113,114].



Chapter 4

Decoupled Strategy on Data
Analytics Frameworks

During the past decade, data-intensive workloads have become an integral part of large-
scale scientific computing [104, 124]. Alongside traditional HPC use-cases, data-centric
applications have fostered the emergence of programming models and tools for data min-
ing [153]. This allows scientists to understand large datasets of unstructured information.
For instance, such developments have been successfully applied in the past for the trajec-
tory analysis of high-performance Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations [148].

In this regard, MapReduce has emerged as one of the preferred programming models to
hide the complexity of process / data parallelism [34]. MapReduce originated in the con-
text of cloud analytics. Its power resides on the definition of simple Map() and Reduce()
functions, that become highly-parallel operations using complex inter-processor commu-
nication [61]. Users are solely responsible for implementing the aforementioned functions,
while the underlying framework manages everything else. As illustrated in Figure 4.1,
the basic principle behind MapReduce is to split a certain input dataset into independent
portions or tasks. These are then processed in parallel inside the Map and Reduce phases1.
Each phase calls the specific Map() and Reduce() operations, defined by the user. More
specifically, the former is designed to split the input into a collection of key-value pairs.
The meaning of such processing depends on the use-case. Thereafter, each tuple is merged
using the latter function, producing an aggregation of all the key-value pairs with identical
key. If no feedback loop is required, the output represents the final result.

Many real-world applications can be expressed following the MapReduce programming
model, like high-energy physics data analysis, or K-means clustering [21, 34]. In the con-
text of HPC, however, it has also been debated that cloud-based MapReduce frameworks
(e.g., Hadoop [133]) pose numerous constraints. Despite supercomputers offering immense
potential for data analytics, the elevated memory / storage requirements, alongside with
the complex job scheduling, makes it difficult for such integration [53]. Moreover, MPI-
based implementations of MapReduce for HPC are often limited by the inherent coupling
between the different phases of the programming model [102].

1The output from the Map phase might be sorted during an intermediate step called Shuffle,
before transferring the control to Reduce [30]. For simplicity, we do not consider this phase.
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Figure 4.1: MapReduce analyzes input datasets to generate key-value pairs, that
are later reduced and combined to generate the final result. The specific Map() and
Reduce() functions, implemented by the user, are called inside each phase [30].

Given the irregular nature of certain input datasets and the expected increase in con-
currency of exascale supercomputers [32], performance considerations arise from existing
data analytics frameworks on HPC. In this chapter, we present a decoupled strategy for
MapReduce, named MapReduce-1S (i.e., MapReduce “One-Sided”) [116]. This framework
employs MPI one-sided communication and non-blocking I/O to overlap the Map and
Reduce phases of the algorithm [48,141]. Processes synchronize using solely one-sided op-
erations. The distribution of the tasks during Map is also decentralized and self-managed.
Furthermore, by integrating MPI storage windows (Chapter 3) [114], MapReduce-1S en-
ables seamless support for fault-tolerance and out-of-core for HPC data analytics.

Key Contributions
� We design and implement MapReduce-1S, an open-source MapReduce framework

based on MPI one-sided communication and MPI-IO non-blocking operations to
reduce the constraints on highly-concurrent workloads.

� We illustrate how MapReduce-1S provide benefits on data analytics use-cases (e.g.,
Word-Count) compared to a reference MapReduce implementation for HPC [61],
both under balanced and unbalanced workloads in weak scaling evaluations.

� We depict the execution timeline differences of our approach to demonstrate how
processes become effectively decoupled among the different phases.

� We integrate MPI storage windows (Chapter 3) [114] and evaluate a fault-tolerant
implementation, that seamlessly allows for out-of-core execution as well.

4.1 Designing a Decoupled MapReduce
Existing MapReduce implementations for HPC are generally based on MPI functionality
to take advantage of the high-performance network and storage subsystems of supercom-
puters [61, 102]. These implementations often integrate collective communication and
I/O within the different phases, as illustrated in Figure 4.2 (a). For instance, tasks are
commonly distributed employing a master-slave approach with scatter operations (e.g.,
MPI_Scatter). Fixed-length, associative key-values are used to take advantage of the
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Figure 4.2: (a) The communication pattern of MapReduce frameworks can intro-
duce idle periods if the workload is unbalanced. (b) Using MPI one-sided commu-
nication, processes can hide the idle periods following a decoupled strategy [116].

heavily-optimized reduce operations of MPI (e.g., MPI_Reduce). In addition, the inter-
mediate data-shuffle is mapped to collective all-to-all operations (e.g., MPI_Alltoall) to
optimize the communication between phases [53]. When reading the input, collective I/O
operations of MPI-IO are utilized to decrease the overhead of accessing PFS [44,141].

Even though these design considerations generally provide major advantages com-
pared to cloud-based alternatives [70], the inherent coupling between the Map and Reduce
phases may still produce workload imbalance. This is particularly the case when the input
datasets feature an irregular distribution of the data and the process count is elevated. In
such cases, it has been demonstrated that the use of decentralized algorithms can provide
significant performance benefits [98]. Consequently, a decoupled strategy for MapReduce
frameworks can reduce the synchronization overhead by overlapping the different phases.

4.1.1 Reference Implementation
To solve this challenge, we propose MapReduce-1S, an open-source C++ framework2

that integrates MPI one-sided communication (Chapter 3) and non-blocking I/O (Sec-
tion 2.1) [45,48]. The framework inherits the core principles of traditional MapReduce im-
plementations, with subtle variations. The execution is divided into four different phases:

1. Map. Transforms a given input into key-value pairs. Each key-value is assigned to a
target process and stored into designated MPI windows for remote communication.

2. Local Reduce. Aggregates key-value pairs locally during Map, whenever possible.
Thus, decreasing the overall memory footprint and network overhead [44].

2https://github.com/sergiorg-kth/mpi-mapreduce-1s
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3. Reduce. Aggregates all the key-value pairs found by the rest of the processes.
MPI one-sided operations are utilized to retrieve the tuples asynchronously.

4. Combine. Combines key-value pairs to generate the result. Despite being similar
to Shuffle, the difference is that Reduce performs ordering (i.e., the step is lighter).

As illustrated in Figure 4.2 (b), our framework is designed to overlap computations
and storage operations during the Map phase, while allowing processes to asynchronously
proceed to the Reduce and Combine phases. In fact, instead of following a master-slave
approach, we design a mechanism that enable processes to decide the next task to perform
based on the rank, task size, and other parameters. The input portion for the task
is retrieved using non-blocking MPI-IO operations [141]. Support for remote memory
communications is provided through a multi-window configuration per process:

• “Status” Window. Defines the status for each process (e.g., STATUS_REDUCE). The
status is updated using atomic operations, like CAS, after completing a phase.

• “Key-Value” Window. This multi-dimensional, dynamic window contains buck-
ets to store the key-value pairs, indexed by the target rank.

• “Combine” Window. Contains a single-dimension, dynamic window with ordered
key-values. This window is critical to generate the final result in Combine.

• “Displacement” Window. Two additional displacement windows are required to
support the “Key-Value” and “Combine” dynamic windows3.

When a key-value pair is found, a custom memory management is employed to store the
<key,value> tuple. Each key-value pair is mapped inside buckets assigned to the target
processes. We use this approach as a mechanism to transfer information concurrently [61].
The target is determined by first generating a 64-bit hash of the key, and thereafter
mapping the <key,value> into the “Key-Value” window. Thus, allowing processes to
have remote access without affecting the information stored in surrounding buckets. The
information is encoded by including a fixed-size header h with the length of the key and
value attributes to support variable-length <key,value> tuples:

h key value

Hbytes Kbytes Vbytes

After a process finishes the Map phase, it proceeds to the Reduce phase by collecting
groups of key-value pairs assigned to this particular process, from all the other processes.
This procedure is better illustrated in Figure 4.3. The <key,value> tuples are retrieved
in user-configurable groups with MPI one-sided operations through the passive target
synchronization [45]. After a group is retrieved, the process splits the information by
interpreting the header and reducing locally each key-value. The “Status” window is
required to prevent incorrect data accesses to the “Key-Value” window.

When the Map and Reduce phases are completed, the Combine phase sets up a tree-
based sorting algorithm that fetches the final <key,value> tuples from each process. We
use an algorithm inspired by merge sort [24, 29]. The number of levels in the tree is

3Attaching new allocations to an MPI dynamic window requires to share the displacement for
the buckets of the window [48]. Hence, we choose temporary MPI windows for this purpose.
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Figure 4.3: Each process stores <key,value> tuples into dedicated MPI windows,
that are later accessed by remote processes. The figure shows process P0 in Reduce,
notifying the status change and getting its key-values found by other processes.

given by �log2(numP rocs)�+1. The initial level stores the local key-value pairs, in-order.
Thereafter, processes retrieve the key-values from the previous level using MPI one-sided,
and generate a new level with all the pairs ordered. Race conditions are prevented through
an exclusive lock (i.e., MPI_LOCK_EXCLUSIVE) over the Combine window. The task is then
repeated until one last process generates the final level, which corresponds to the result.

4.1.2 Source Code Example
The MapReduce-1S framework employs a multi-inheritance mechanism by dividing the re-
sponsibilities as a hierarchy of C++ classes. Thus, allowing applications to easily configure
different back-ends over multiple use-cases. Listing 4.1 provides a source code example
where a Word-Count job is created using MapReduce-1S as back-end. The example first
declares the MapReduce object with WordCount, that contains the definition of the Map()
and Reduce() operations. The MapReduce job is initialized by providing several settings,
such as the size of each individual task within the Map phase, or the maximum number
of bytes that can be transferred simultaneously from remote processes during Reduce and
Combine. The execution is then launched and the output result is finally printed.

4.2 Fault-tolerance and Out-of-Core Support

Using MPI one-sided communication inside MapReduce-1S provides us with the opportu-
nity to integrate the concept of MPI storage windows [114], presented in Chapter 3. Such
integration extends the framework implementation with two main functionalities:

◦ Fault-tolerance. The use of MPI storage windows enables transparent checkpoint
support. By default, MapReduce-1S performs window synchronization points after
each Map task, as well as after the Reduce phase is completed4. Thus, processes can
easily remap the multi-window configuration from other processes after a failure.

4In MPI storage windows, applications guarantee data consistency through MPI_Win_sync
(Section 3.2). Hence, this function ensures that the latest window changes are flushed to storage.
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1 ...
2 char * input_filename = "/path/to/file"; // Input dataset for MapReduce
3 size_t initial_win_size = 16777216; // Initial window bucket size
4 size_t chunk_size = 1048576; // Limit for one - sided operations
5 size_t task_size = 67108864; // Task size per process
6 bool storage_enabled = false ; // Configures MPI storage windows
7 bool hash_enabled = true ; // Configures the hashing function
8 int8_t input_api = MR1S_MPIIO_NB ; // Input API preferred during Map
9 size_t sfactor = 0; // PFS stripe factor (0 to ignore )

10 size_t sunit = 0; // PFS stripe unit (0 to ignore )
11
12 // Create the MapReduce object , employing MapReduce -1S as back -end
13 MapReduce1S * map_reduce = new WordCount ();
14
15 // Initialize the Word - Count job with the specified settings
16 map_reduce ->Init( input_filename , initial_win_size , chunk_size , task_size ,
17 storage_enabled , hash_enabled , input_api , sfactor , sunit );
18
19 // Launch the execution and output the result
20 map_reduce ->Run ();
21 map_reduce -> Print ();
22
23 // Close the job and release the MapReduce object
24 map_reduce -> Finalize ();
25 delete map_reduce ;
26 ...

Listing 4.1: Source code example that illustrates how to use and correctly configure
MapReduce-1S to launch a Word-Count job in parallel [116].

◦ Out-of-Core. One of the main challenges for data analytics on HPC is the possi-
bility of embracing and processing extremely large datasets [6]. The integration of
MPI dynamic storage windows in MapReduce-1S enables an automatic mechanism
to expand main memory through the storage subsystem.

The API designed for MapReduce-1S currently exposes the possibility of enabling
MPI storage windows (see Listing 4.1). We expect to be able to configure the synchro-
nization frequency with storage and other characteristics in future work on this topic.

4.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate MapReduce-1S in comparison with a reference MapReduce
framework for HPC [61], that follows a master-slave approach and mostly uses MPI col-
lective operations. We refer to it as MapReduce-2S (i.e., MapReduce “Two-Sided”). The
evaluations utilize a supercomputer from KTH Royal Institute of Technology [95]:

• Tegner is a supercomputer with 46 compute nodes equipped with dual 12-core
Haswell E5-2690v3 2.6GHz processors and 512GB DRAM. The storage employs a
Lustre PFS (client v2.5.2) with 165 OST servers. No local storage is provided. The
OS is CentOS v7.4.1708 with Kernel 3.10.0-693.11.6.el7.x86_64. Each framework
evaluated is compiled with Intel C++ Compiler (ICPC) and Intel MPI, both v18.0.1.

All the figures reflect the standard deviation of the samples as error bars. In addition,
we neglect from our results the initialization time, but account for the time required to
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Figure 4.4: (a,b) Weak scaling under balanced / unbalanced workloads using MR-
2S and MR-1S on Tegner. (c) Weak scaling under balanced workload with fault-
tolerance support. (d) I/O performance overhead of the fault-tolerance evaluation.
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Figure 4.5: Execution timeline using (a) MR-2S and (b) MR-1S on Tegner, under
unbalanced workload. The symbols represent events from processes at each phase.

retrieve the input datasets and bucket allocation in our framework. Lastly, the terms “MR-
1S” and “MR-2S” are used to refer to MapReduce-1S and MapReduce-2S, respectively.

4.3.1 Weak Scaling Evaluation
We evaluate the scalability of MapReduce-1S using Word-Count and a large dataset from
the Purdue MapReduce Benchmarks Suite (PUMA) [2]. In particular, we use the PUMA-
Wikipedia dataset5, that contains files with articles, user discussions, and other content
from Wikipedia. We pre-process the dataset off-line to have fine-grained control over the
workload per process. Hence, allowing us to evaluate balanced and unbalanced workloads.

The results confirm that MapReduce-1S can provide performance advantages on un-
balanced workloads. Figures 4.4 (a,b) illustrate the performance of MapReduce-2S and
MapReduce-1S on Tegner under balanced and unbalanced workloads. The tests use a
fixed input size of 1GB per process (weak scaling), and vary the process count up to 256
(11 nodes). From (a), we deduct that MapReduce-1S does not provide any clear benefit
when the workload is ideally balanced. However, when the workload per process becomes
imbalanced, (b) shows evident performance improvements with up to 23.1% on average.

5https://engineering.purdue.edu/~puma/datasets.htm
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Furthermore, Figures 4.4 (c,d) illustrate the same performance evaluation on Tegner
under balanced workloads, but enabling fault-tolerance support. MapReduce-2S integrates
collective MPI-IO for checkpointing, while our approach integrates MPI storage windows.
The results indicate that MapReduce-1S with checkpoint support is 59.3% faster in the last
case of 512 processes, in comparison with MapReduce-2S. As shown in (d), MPI storage
windows only introduces a 3.8% penalty on average, considerably lower than the overhead
obtained with collective I/O operations of MPI-IO. This is mainly due to the selective
synchronization mechanism integrated inside MPI storage windows.

4.3.2 Timeline Comparison
We confirm the observations provided in the previous subsection by analyzing the execu-
tion timeline for each implementation. Figure 4.5 depicts the timelines for MapReduce-2S
and MapReduce-1S on Tegner, using a fixed 32GB dataset under unbalanced workloads.
Each figure depicts the Map, Reduce, and Combine phases with unique symbols6. The
completion of each intermediate step is reflected in light-gray color. Note that, for illus-
tration purposes, we use only 32 processes.

Comparing the figures, it can be observed on (a) that MapReduce-2S is constrained
by the use of collective communication and I/O of MPI across the different phases. Pro-
cesses move in the timeline following certain execution patterns, that reflect the result of
utilizing this type of operations. On the other hand, (b) demonstrates that the decoupled
strategy implemented in MapReduce-1S produces significant performance advantages on
unbalanced workloads. Processes immediately begin the Reduce and Combine phases after
finishing their respective Map phase, showing a 27.6% improvement in comparison.

4.4 Concluding Remarks
With the emergence of data-centric applications on HPC, MapReduce has become one
of the preferred programming models to hide the complexity of process and data paral-
lelism [30,102]. As a consequence, this chapter has presented MapReduce-1S, a decoupled
strategy for MapReduce frameworks based on the integration of MPI one-sided commu-
nication and non-blocking I/O operations [48, 141]. The aim is to decrease the workload
imbalance among the processes on input datasets with irregular distribution of the data.

Preliminary results have also indicated that the integration of MPI storage win-
dows [114] opens the opportunity for large-scale resilience support on supercomputers.
The selective synchronization mechanism allows applications to easily perform checkpoints
on storage with only the recent changes. In comparison, the I/O overhead observed for
MPI-IO is motivated by the fact that all the buffers of the process must be completely
stored. The benefits for fault-tolerance led to the work presented in the next chapter.

Further information about MapReduce-1S, including additional considerations (e.g.,
memory requirements), can be obtained in the following reference: [116].

6We capture this information by introducing events in the source code. Each event stores the
current phase and time in microsecond precision, alongside other relevant information (e.g., RSS).



Chapter 5

Transparent Resilience Support in
Coarray Fortran

Fortran is a general-purpose, compiled imperative programming language that is especially
suited for numeric computation and scientific computing [106]. Originally developed by
IBM in the 1950s decade for scientific and engineering applications, it shortly became
dominant in this field. For instance, Fortran is utilized in computationally intensive areas,
such as numerical weather prediction, finite element analysis, computational fluid dynam-
ics, crystallography, and computational chemistry [131]. Alongside C, it is considered one
of the most popular languages for HPC, with extensive support by MPI [81].

Despite representing a relatively old programming language, Fortran is constantly
evolving according to the requirements of the community. One clear example is Coarray
Fortran (CAF), originally a syntactic extension of Fortran 95 that eventually became
part of the Fortran 2008 standard in 2010 (ISO/IEC 1539-1:2010) [88, 107]. The main
objective of CAF is to simplify the development of parallel applications without the burden
of explicitly invoking communication primitives or directives, such as those available in
MPI or OpenMP [28]. The programming model of CAF is based on the Partitioned Global
Address Space (PGAS), in which every process is able to access a portion of the memory
address space of other processes using shared-memory semantics. The concept is similar
to MPI one-sided communication [48], thoroughly discussed in the previous chapters.

A program that uses CAF is treated as a replicated entity, commonly referred as image
with unique index between 1 and the number of images (inclusive). As in MPI, Fortran
provides the this_image() and num_images() functions to introduce parallelism in the
code. Any variable can be declared as coarray inside an image, which can be represented
by a scalar or array, static or dynamic, and of intrinsic or derived type. Applications
access a coarray object on a remote image using square brackets “[index]”. The lack of
square brackets signifies accessing the object local to the process. For further clarifications,
Figure 5.1 demonstrates this representation showing one of the images performing a get
operation to retrieve the array x from image N, and then a single put to image 2.

Even though the versatility of Coarray Fortran provides tremendous opportunities to
scientific applications, the language is currently not prepared for the integration of novel
hardware and software components coming to HPC clusters (Chapter 1). Such integration
is expected to considerably aggravate the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), while

45
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Image 1
CAF

Coarray / x Coarray / y

Image 2
CAF

Coarray / x Coarray / y

Image N
CAF

Coarray / x Coarray / y

···

Array of N-elements Single Scalar

···

Array of N-elements Single Scalar

···

Array of N-elements Single Scalar

...x(9)[2] = x(1)

Putting a value into Image 2

x(:) = x(:)[N]

Getting an array from Image N

...

Figure 5.1: Coarray Fortran allows images (i.e., processes) to communicate fol-
lowing shared-memory semantics [107]. The example illustrates several images, in
which the first one is performing put / get operations using the brackets notation.

simultaneously increase the programming complexity of these clusters [39]. In this regard,
the Fortran 2018 standard has already proposed the concept of failed images to enable
fault-tolerance on existing CAF-based applications [106]. The problem with this feature,
however, is that it only provides functionality to evaluate the status of a given image.

Consequently, we observe an urgency towards the integration of transparent resilience
support inside Coarray Fortran. In this chapter, we propose persistent coarrays [111], an
extension of the OpenCoarrays communication library of GNU Fortran (GFortran) [38]
that integrates MPI storage windows (Chapter 3) [114] to leverage its transport layer.
The integration seamlessly enables mapping coarrays to files on different storage devices,
providing with the support to recover execution in combination with failed images.

Key Contributions
� We present persistent coarrays to provide transparent resilience support in Coarray

Fortran, as well as a general-purpose I/O interface. The goal is to combine such
functionality in the future with failed images from Fortran 2018 [106].

� We extend the transport layer of OpenCoarrays [38] with MPI storage windows
(Chapter 3) [114] to map coarrays into files through a very simple mechanism based
on environment variables. Thus, easing the integration on CAF-based applications.

� We evaluate and compare the performance of our implementation under represen-
tative workloads, and compare the results with non-resilient implementations.

� We provide further insight about how this approach could be integrated into future
revisions of the Coarray Fortran standard, including three potential APIs.

5.1 Integrating Persistent Coarrays in Fortran
The failed images feature of Fortran 2018 forces applications to utilize Fortran-IO (Sub-
section 2.4.4) or other means to recover after a failure. Such support inherently increases
the programming complexity, specially on heterogeneous clusters. To overcome this limita-
tion, we propose to extend the concept of coarray to become persistent on storage devices.
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Figure 5.2: By extending the transport layer of OpenCoarrays [38] with MPI storage
windows, CAF images can (a) map coarrays into individual files, or (b) combine
persistent / non-persistent coarrays for neighbour-based checkpointing [20].

Such change requires no major modifications into the Fortran standard. Particularly, the
specification of Fortran mostly describes the semantics and respective functionality to in-
teract between coarrays located on different images. However, it does not restrict the
supporting technology where the specific coarray is pinned to (e.g., NVDIMM [64, 83]).
Moreover, the different synchronization mechanisms, already available for CAF, provide
an opportunity to guarantee data consistency with storage as necessary. Thus, the inte-
gration of resiliency in CAF is expected to become feasible in the near-term future.

5.1.1 Reference Implementation
We design persistent coarrays as an extension of the open-source OpenCoarrays commu-
nication library for CAF compilers1 [38]. OpenCoarrays is a collection of transport layers
that assist compilers by translating communication and synchronization requests into spe-
cific primitives from other communication libraries (e.g., OpenSHMEM [19]). The GNU
Fortran (GFortran) compiler has integrated OpenCoarrays since the GNU Compiler Col-
lection (GCC) v5.1.0 release. The front end of GFortran is designed to remain agnostic
about the actual transport layer employed in the communication. By default, GFortran
uses the LIBCAF_MPI transport layer of OpenCoarrays, based on MPI one-sided commu-
nication [45, 48]. Here, coarrays are represented as MPI memory windows and accessed
using put / get internally through the passive target synchronization of MPI-3 [81].

We extend the MPI-based transport layer of OpenCoarrays to integrate MPI storage
windows [114] and transparently expose resilient variables in CAF. This is exemplified

1https://github.com/sourceryinstitute/OpenCoarrays/tree/MPISWin
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in Figure 5.2, where a file-per-process configuration is illustrated assigning each coarray
to an independent file on storage. We also expect to support mixed persistent and non-
persistent configurations (see Section 5.2). More importantly, the use of persistent coarrays
considerably reduces the programming complexity on HPC applications, while providing
the opportunity for an alternative to Fortran-IO [67] or even MPI-IO [142].

Existing CAF-based applications compiled with GFortran and the extended Open-
Coarrays implementation, will seamlessly convert their traditional coarrays (i.e., memory-
based) into persistent coarrays (i.e., storage-based). In most cases, no specific source
code changes are required. We also extend the synchronization statements defined in
the CAF specification to automatically enforce consistency between main memory and
storage. This is accomplished by internally calling MPI_Win_sync with the MPI storage
window associated to each coarray (see Section 3.2). Two methods are possible2:

◦ Collective synchronization. Barrier-like synchronization to ensure RDMA com-
pletion plus a synchronization with storage. This is accomplished with “sync all”.

◦ Individual synchronization. Enforces synchronization between images, without
involving the rest. This is accomplished with “sync images([indices])”.

Applications can choose whether to always synchronize with storage during each syn-
chronization point (default), or to limit the amount of data synchronizations performed
to improve the overall performance. For compatibility reasons with the Fortran standard,
persistent coarrays are configured through several environment variables:

• PCAF_ENABLED. If set to “true”, enables support for persistent coarrays in the ap-
plication. Otherwise, the coarrays will be allocated in memory (default).

• PCAF_PATH. Defines the path where the coarray files are mapped (e.g., local or remote
storage). The name of each file is generated using the image index.

• PCAF_PREFIX. Sets the prefix for each coarray file. By default, “OpenCoarrays_”.
• PCAF_SHAREDFILE. If set to “true”, allows the use of a single shared file that contains

the coarrays of a given image. Otherwise, a file per coarray is created (default).
• PCAF_UNLINK. If set to “true”, removes the files after execution (e.g., for out-of-core).
• PCAF_SYNCFREQ. Specifies the expected synchronization frequency with storage [146].
• PCAF_SEGSIZE. Defines the segment size utilized in the specific MPI storage window

where the coarray is mapped. By default, the page-size available at runtime is set.
• PCAF_STRIPESIZE. Sets the striping unit to be used for the mapped file (e.g., stripe

size of Lustre). This hint has no effect on existing files and/or local storage.
• PCAF_STRIPECOUNT. Sets the number of I/O devices that the file is striped across

(e.g., OSTs of Lustre). This hint has no effect on existing files and/or local storage.
The environment variables described allows us to configure the MPI storage window

settings of the coarray, included through the MPI performance hints provided to the
MPI_Win_allocate call. For instance, applications that use CAF can continue to allocate
coarrays in memory by avoiding to set the environment variable PCAF_ENABLED, or by set-
ting it to “false”. To enable persistent coarrays, it is enough to define the aforementioned
variable with a “true” value instead and to provide a base path with PCAF_PATH. The rest
of the environment variables are optional and depend on the particular use-case.

2Fortran also provides locks, critical sections, atomic intrinsics, and events [106]. Using these
operations, data consistency can be guaranteed even when multiple images access the same coarray.
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1 ...
2 ! Declare two coarrays and other variables
3 real , dimension (10) , codimension [*] :: x, y ! Arrays of 10 real numbers
4 integer :: num_img , img ! Aux. variables to parallelize
5
6 ! Retrieve index and number of images ( similar to checking MPI_COMM_WORLD )
7 img = this_image ()
8 num_img = num_images ()
9

10 ! Perform certain operations across images
11 x(2) = x (3)[7] ! Get value from image 7
12 x (6)[4] = x(1) ! Put value on image 4
13 x (:)[2] = y(:) ! Put a complete array on image 2
14
15 ! Enforce a collective synchronization point , which additionally guarantees
16 ! data consistency with storage as well
17 sync all
18
19 ! Remote array transfer , with individual synchronizations among two images
20 if (img == 1) then
21 y(:)[ num_img ] = x(:)
22 sync images ( num_img )
23 elseif (img == num_img ) then
24 sync images ([1])
25 endif
26 ...

Listing 5.1: Source code that illustrates how to use coarrays in Fortran. The exam-
ple will use persistent coarrays if compiled with our version of OpenCoarrays [111].

5.1.2 Source Code Example
The support for persistent coarrays is currently provided at compiler level, meaning that
applications that already utilize CAF can be easily converted. Listing 5.1 illustrates a
source code example using persistent coarrays. The example begins by declaring two
coarrays x and y, with 10 floating-point values each. The use of codimension[*] requests
the compiler to define these as CAF coarrays, instead of traditional arrays. The brackets
determine the layout and distribution of the images, set by default in this case. Thereafter,
the example retrieves the index and also the number of images, and performs multiple
operations across images using the square brackets “[index]”. Finally, the source code
shows how to enforce both global and individual synchronizations between pair of images.

5.2 Application Programming Interface

The presented implementation in OpenCoarrays seamlessly allows to convert existing coar-
rays into persistent coarrays. Despite the simplicity of our approach, we also consider that
it imposes several constraints. For instance, it is currently not possible to differentiate in-
dividually between persistent and non-persistent coarrays. Thus, limiting the possibilities
of utilizing persistent coarrays as an alternative I/O interface to Fortran-IO [67]. Even
though the design of a specific API for persistent coarrays has been considered out of the
scope of this work, we provide below further insight about how the concept could pave its
way into a generalized API that might even influence the Fortran standard in the future.
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Keyword in Fortran
Extending the declaration of a coarray to become persistent could be possible by the
integration into the standard of a “persistent” keyword, provided during the declaration
of the coarray. Although this is the most elegant solution, the main inconvenience is that
it would take time to reach end-users. Furthermore, the path must still be configured by
other means (e.g., through environment variables or a data-placement runtime).

real, dimension(n), persistent, codimension[*] :: a ! Persistent coarray
real, dimension(n), codimension[*] :: b ! Traditional

Compiler Directives
Instead of forcing changes into the Fortran standard, an alternative could be to define a
mechanism using directives, like OpenMP [28]. Hence, the support is provided at compiler
level and offers the opportunity to configure the persistent coarray (e.g., path).

!dir$ persistent, path, ... ! Persistent coarray config.
real, dimension(n), codimension[*] :: a ! No changes in declaration

Library API
OpenCoarrays could expose specific functionality to extend the definition of a coarray
to become persistent (e.g., similar to the mechanism used by DMAPP [139]). The main
advantage is that it does not depend on the Fortran standard or the compiler, and that
it allows to configure the path individually for each coarray (i.e., instead of a base path).

real, dimension(n), codimension[*] :: a ! No changes in declaration
call opencoarrays_config(a, "persistent", "path", ...)

5.3 Experimental Results
We evaluate persistent coarrays using a reference testbed from the National Center for At-
mospheric Research (NCAR) [25]. This cluster allows us to demonstrate the implications
of our approach on upcoming clusters with local persistency and a traditional PFS:

• Casper is a cluster with 28 heterogeneous compute nodes equipped with dual 18-
core Skylake Xeon Gold 6140 2.3GHz processors and 384GB DRAM. Storage is pro-
vided through 2TB of local NVMe SSD drives per node, alongside a GPFS parallel
file system with approximately 15PB. The OS is CentOS 7 with Kernel v3.10.0-
693.21.1.el7.x86_64. Applications are compiled with GCC v7.3.0 and OpenMPI
v3.1.4. The transport layer is provided by OpenCoarrays v2.6.3 with our extension.

The figures reflect the standard deviation of the samples as error bars, whenever
possible. We configure MPI storage windows with the default values for most of the I/O
settings of the PMPI-based library (Subsection 3.1.1). In addition, we also set the default
settings for GPFS, assigning a block size of 8MB and a sub-block of 16KB. The evaluations
are conducted on different days and timeframes, to account for the interferences produced
by other users on the cluster (i.e., for fair use, we requested a shared queue in Casper).
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Figure 5.3: Bandwidth of traditional coarrays in memory, and persistent coarrays
on local NVMe storage and GPFS using the EPCC CAF Microbenchmark [59] on
Casper. The tests run with 2 processes on a single node (a,b) and two nodes (c,d).
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Figure 5.4: Performance of traditional coarrays in memory, and persistent coarrays
on local NVMe storage and GPFS using reference PRK kernels [149] on Casper.
The tests run on 1, 2 and 4 nodes with a fixed grid of 8192×8192 (strong scaling).

5.3.1 Remote Memory Operations Performance
Using the Coarray Fortran Microbenchmark suite3 from the University of Edinburgh [59],
we attempt to verify that the integration of MPI storage windows in the transport layer
of OpenCoarrays does not incur in additional overheads when performing remote memory
operations. Our evaluations avoid storage synchronizations for reliability of the results.

The evaluations confirm that performing remote memory operations on persistent
coarrays does not introduce any relevant overheads compared to traditional coarrays in
memory. Figure 5.3 illustrates the measured bandwidth of coarrays in memory, alongside
persistent coarrays on the local NVMe storage and GPFS of Casper. The tests conduct
single and multi-node evaluations, using two different images. The results from (a,b)
indicate that no relevant performance differences are observed when conducting put / get
operations, except for a slight 4% improvement in our implementation possibly due to
how OpenMPI and MPI storage windows allocate memory (i.e., shared mapping). When
conducting inter-node communication, (c,d) demonstrate almost identical performance.

3https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/research/computing/performance-characterisation-and-
benchmarking/epcc-co-array-fortran-micro
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5.3.2 Representative Workloads Evaluation
To compare the previous results under representative workloads, we evaluate persistent
coarrays using the Parallel Research Kernels (PRK) for Fortran4 [149]. This collection of
kernels covers patterns of communication, computation, and synchronization encountered
in HPC applications. In particular, we use the Stencil and Transpose kernels of PRK
to understand the implications of persistent coarrays when enforcing storage synchroniza-
tions. The former applies a data-parallel stencil operation to a two-dimensional array,
while the latter is meant to stress communication and memory bandwidth.

The results illustrate that the use of local storage for persistent coarrays can be benefi-
cial, demonstrating the importance of heterogeneous support in I/O interfaces at exascale.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the performance of traditional coarrays in memory, alongside persis-
tent coarrays that use local NVMe storage and GPFS of Casper. The evaluations utilize
a fixed grid dimension of 8192×8192 (strong scaling) on 10 iterations. For 128 processes
(4 nodes), the performance improves 2.1× in comparison when observing the Transpose
kernel. Moreover, due to the problem size, the limited amount of I/O operations required
for persistent coarrays produces identical results compared to coarrays in memory.

5.4 Concluding Remarks
The inherent increase in number of hardware and software components on HPC clusters,
will likely aggravate the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) faced by scientific applica-
tions [14,104]. This chapter has presented the concept of persistent coarrays, an extension
to the coarray specification of Coarray Fortran that provides seamless resilience support.
The approach enables the integration of fault-tolerance mechanisms for CAF, in combi-
nation with the failed images feature [106]. In addition, it represents an alternative to
Fortran-IO [67], allowing applications to conduct I/O operations by accessing coarrays.

Despite the positive results, we note that the default implementation of MPI storage
windows utilized in our experiments is based on the memory-mapped I/O mechanism of the
OS (Subsection 2.4.1), which imposes major constraints on certain HPC applications [114].
Thus, future implementations of MPI storage windows are expected to provide persistent
coarrays with a higher-level of flexibility and performance. The next chapter presents an
HPC-centric memory-mapped I/O system library for this particular purpose [112].

More information about persistent coarrays and the concept of failed images of
Fortran 2018 can be obtained in the following references: [39,111].

4https://github.com/ParRes/Kernels/tree/master/FORTRAN



Chapter 6

Global Memory Abstraction for
Heterogeneous Clusters

Scientific applications have traditionally performed I/O by either instructing each process
to write to separate files, or by making all processes send their data to dedicated processes
that gather and write the data to storage [48,99]. The MPI standard eased the integration
of such techniques in MPI-IO (Section 2.1) [48] with advanced features specifically designed
for HPC applications, such as non-contiguous access, collective I/O, and non-blocking I/O
variations. These are essential for high-performance I/O over PFS (e.g., GPFS [126]).

Notwithstanding, the integration of local storage technologies on supercomputers raises
concerns in regards to the viability of these programming interfaces. For instance, allo-
cating and moving data in heterogeneous clusters often requires different approaches for
accessing memory and storage [114]. Consequently, momentum is gathering around new
ecosystems that enable domain-specific I/O architectures [152]. The goal is to bring device
control and data planes into user space, integrating support for intra-node I/O without
affecting the overall system stability. In such cases, mechanisms that resemble memory
operations could also streamline the development and increase the adoption rate [150].

But as we motivated in Section 3.3, solutions like the memory-mapped I/O of the
OS [8] have been historically neglected on HPC, featuring three major limitations:

1. Lack of user-configurable settings. Despite providing vm files [146], memory-
mapped I/O only exposes these as global settings, difficult to set on supercomputers.

2. Absence of client-side buffering. Most PFS do not support the page cache of
the OS (e.g., Lustre), producing “asymmetric” performance for read / write [113].

3. No support for recent storage technologies. The DataWarp burst buffer,
integrated in the Cori supercomputer from NERSC [91], cannot be accessed.

These limitations increase the constraints in the development of scientific applications,
while dismantling opportunities for multidisciplinary and multidomain applications at
exascale. Moreover, MPI and other I/O libraries lack the proper underlying system-level
support. MPI storage windows (Chapter 3) [114], for example, relies on the memory-
mapped I/O mechanism of the OS to map memory and storage (Figure 6.1), indirectly
affecting MapReduce-1S [116] and Persistent Coarrays [111] of the previous chapters.

53
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Figure 6.1: MPI storage windows utilizes the memory-mapped I/O mechanism of
the OS [8] to (a) establish a map to storage, or (b) define a combined address space
that includes memory and storage on the same window (e.g., for out-of-core).

Hence, abstracting the storage subsystem of heterogeneous clusters without the need
for separate interfaces for I/O is a necessity on supercomputers. In this chapter, we present
uMMAP-IO [112], a library that provides a user-level memory-mapped I/O implementa-
tion for HPC. By employing a custom page-fault mechanism that intercepts memory
accesses, applications integrate storage using just load / store operations. Thus, our
approach seamlessly exposes numerous storage technologies through a unified interface.

Key Contributions
� We propose uMMAP-IO to map memory addresses into storage devices at user-

level. As a system library, the approach also represents a clear alternative for the
underlying implementation of MPI storage windows (Chapter 3) [114].

� We provide a reference, open-source implementation of uMMAP-IO and describe
how it can be used, including some of the characteristics chosen for its novel API.

� We compare the performance of our implementation with memory-only allocations,
as well as the reference memory-mapped I/O support of the OS [8]. The evaluations
also demonstrate support for recent storage technologies (e.g., Cray DataWarp [92]).

� We briefly discuss how uMMAP-IO supports memory management modes and dif-
ferent evict policies, including a novel WIRO policy that reduces I/O operations.

6.1 Creating a User-level Memory-mapped I/O
The basic principle behind uMMAP-IO resides on its memory abstraction layer to manage
allocations. Such abstraction separates virtual address spaces from their corresponding
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Figure 6.2: Applications interact with each mapping through a seamless address
space using load / store operations. uMMAP-IO abstracts the division into seg-
ments and how they are effectively mapped to storage.

mapping to storage (Figure 6.2). When a new memory-mapping is requested, the library
reserves a range of virtual addresses and divides it into logical segments of user-configurable
size (e.g., 64MB). The concept segment here is similar to the concept of page in the OS.
However, in this case, a segment represents the basic unit of operation when conducting
I/O data transfers from / to storage (i.e., instead of fixed-size 4KB pages for all mappings).
Each segment is mapped to an offset within the file, allowing different processes to map
a file at different displacements. Alternatively, a process can remap its base offset inside
the same or different file without any representative cost (e.g., incremental checkpoints).

More importantly, applications interact with a seamless virtual address space using
just load / store operations. No distinction is necessary compared to a conventional
memory allocation. Accessing any of the bytes assigned to the address space of a segment
triggers the physical allocation in main memory and the data migration from storage, if
necessary. Further accesses are solely made in main memory, until a data synchronization
is either explicitly requested by the user, or implicitly performed by the library.

6.1.1 Reference Implementation
We provide uMMAP-IO as a C (ISO/IEC 9899:1999) open-source library1. This library
supports equivalent functionality to the original memory-mapped I/O implementation of
the OS [8], but with the flexibility of integrating the majority of its features at user-level.
The memory-mapping mechanism of uMMAP-IO is based on protecting anonymous mem-
ory allocations and intercepting memory accesses to the associated virtual address space.
Each segment is revoked permission by default when first allocated. Thus, the protection

1https://github.com/sergiorg-kth/ummap-io
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is established at segment-level. We use a combination of “mprotect + SIGSEGV” capture
to detect memory accesses. This technique is similar to how hypervisors implement post-
copy live migration2 [132,143]. Our library controls when the OS is allowed to maintain
the association between virtual and physical addresses in main memory using segment-size
granularity, as well as the content and permission established on those regions. Neither
the OS nor the applications are aware of the division into segments. Several Unix system
functions are employed to support this core functionality of uMMAP-IO:

• mmap. Utilized to reserve the range of virtual addresses. We specify MAP_ANONYMOUS
and MAP_PRIVATE to request a memory-only mapping.

• mprotect. Allows us to change the access permission for each segment. By default,
we set PROT_NONE to the whole address space to detect both read and write accesses.
The permissions are then set to PROT_READ and / or PROT_WRITE accordingly.

• madvise. Allows us to control which segments reside physically in memory. We set
MADV_DONTNEED on a segment when we want to reduce the Resident Set Size (RSS).

• sigaction. We use it to register a page-fault handler for the SIGSEGV signal, along-
side a custom SIGEVICT signal for Inter-Process Communication (IPC) in the node.

• sigprocmask. Allows us to block the registered signals to avoid consistency issues.
• munmap. Releases the virtual address space for the mapping when no longer needed.

When a SIGSEGV signal is intercepted, we evaluate the si_addr field to understand
the specific address accessed by the application. We use this field to estimate the base
address of the mapping through a custom Pseudo-Least Recently Used (pLRU) cache
that contains all the memory-mappings established by the library. The type of page-fault
(i.e., read or write) is determined by evaluating the REG_ERR registry from the hardware.
Thereafter, the segment structure is accessed and updated. This structure holds properties
per segment that represent its status, whether or not it has been modified with respect to
the last-known version in storage, and more. The fields per segment are illustrated below:

V D R - TS WRD CNT PREV NEXT

← 64 bits →← 64 bits → ← 128 bits →

Valid Dirty Read Res. Time

Header Futex

Sync. Word Rank Count

Policy Relations

Prev. Seg. Next. Seg.

The 64-bit header contains encoded bits that define four major properties required for
the page-fault mechanism. For instance, the valid bit V is utilized to understand whether
or not the segment is currently mapped into main memory, while the dirty bit D is set when
the segment has been modified. The read bit R is set when the content of the segments
must be retrieved from storage, improving the I/O performance by disabling it (e.g., on
temporary files). Lastly, the timestamp TS determines when was the segment modified
since the last storage synchronization, useful for data consistency.

We envision two types of consistency semantics, which provide users with the flexibility
of selecting, per memory-mapping, how to writeback the dirty segments to storage:

2Post-copy live migration is a form of memory externalization consisting of a virtual machine
running with part of its memory on a different node [132].
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// Establishes and configures a user-level memory-mapped I/O allocation
int ummap(size_t size, size_t seg_size, int prot, int fd, off_t offset,

int flush_interval, int read_file, int ptype, void **addr);

// Performs a selective synchronization of the dirty segments and, if
// requested, reduces the RSS by evicting the segments from memory
int umsync(void *addr, int evict);

// Allows to re-configure a user-level memory-mapped I/O allocation
int umremap(void *old_addr, size_t size, int fd, off_t offset, int sync,

void **new_addr);

// Releases a given user-level memory-mapped I/O allocation
int umunmap(void *addr, int sync);

Figure 6.3: List of the interfaces implemented for uMMAP-IO. The specification
and semantics for each function resemble the traditional memory-mapped I/O of
the OS [8], with slight variations to improve performance and flexibility.

◦ Explicit Consistency. Users can enforce selective data synchronizations with
storage at any point (i.e., only dirty segments), similar to msync from the OS.

◦ Implicit Consistency. Each process is assigned an I/O thread, mimicking the
pdflush threads [146]. Users can vary the frequency per mapping, or ignore them.

While cold-accesses to a non-valid segment trigger individual data migrations from
storage to main memory if the read bit R is set, performing data synchronizations is
conducted in two different modes. The Individual Synchronization mode synchronizes
dirty segments independently in blocks of the segment size. On the other hand, the
Bulk Synchronization mode utilizes a technique inspired by the Data Sieving algorithm of
MPI-IO [141] to reduce the number of I/O operations and aggregate the requests into large
groups of segments. In any of the cases, all the storage data transfers are conducted using
POSIX-IO [1], allowing us to accept a file descriptor for each mapping. As discussed in
Chapter 7, we also expect to leverage the support with dedicated I/O drivers, depending
on the storage technology (e.g., collective MPI-IO on PFS).

The last 192-bits of the segment properties define a custom 64-bit Fast User-level
Mutex [56] to prevent incoherent data transfers (e.g., if the I/O thread is synchronizing a
segment while the application is attempting to modify it), as well as the 128-bit evict policy
relations between the segments, that are established and updated during each page-fault.

6.1.2 Application Programming Interface
We design the interface of uMMAP-IO to resemble the memory-mapped I/O implemen-
tation of the OS (Figure 6.3). At the same time, we extend the API to include valuable
additions, such as the possibility of reducing the process’ RSS after data synchronizations,
or the ability to remap to different files. We describe below the most relevant aspects:
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• ummap. Establishes a user-level memory-mapping of a file. Applications can choose
the segment size, offset within the file, I/O thread synchronization frequency (e.g.,
-1 to ignore), and even whether or not to read the content of the file (i.e., R bit).

• umsync. Performs a selective data synchronization of the given memory-mapping.
The evict flag allows the library to reduce the RSS after synchronization.

• umremap. Allows to re-configure an existing memory-mapping, useful for fault-
tolerance. The new_addr reflects the base pointer after re-mapping (it might differ).

• umunmap. Releases a given memory-mapping, allowing to perform a data synchro-
nization before releasing, if required.

In addition, certain settings can be configured through environment variables, meant to
affect all the processes. One example is UMMAP_BULK_SYNC to enable bulk synchronization
in umsync, or UMMAP_MEM_LIMIT to restrict the main memory consumption per node.

6.1.3 Source Code Example
Listing 6.1 illustrates a reference source code example that demonstrates the use of
uMMAP-IO. The example begins by opening the target file to obtain the file descriptor.
This is required by the library to create the memory-mapping. Using ummap, we request
a 1GB allocation with 16MB segments. In addition, we ask not to read the content on
cold-accesses (i.e., read bit R unset), and also disable the I/O thread to avoid implicit
synchronizations by the library. At this point, the output baseptr can be utilized exactly
like a conventional memory pointer. The example initializes the allocated mapping with a
fixed value using the traditional array notation, and even calls memset to demonstrate the
simplicity of the mechanism. Lastly, a data synchronization is enforced before releasing.

6.2 Evict Policies and Memory Management Modes
The last 128-bits of the segment properties represent the evict policy relations between
segments. Such relations are specified by a doubly linked-list implementation (hence, the
PREV / NEXT pointers). We utilize this approach to determine which segments are more
likely to be evicted in the condition of running out-of-memory, following user-configurable
policies. For instance, a “FIFO” policy evicts from main memory the first segment that was
accessed by the application. We also integrate our own “WIRO” (Writes-In, Reads-Out)
policy, designed specifically to reduce the number of I/O operations. In this particular
case, the goal is to first evict the segments that currently hold a read-only permission.

The policies determine which segments must be evicted after the conditions of the
memory management mode are met. Two different modes can be configured:

a) “Static” Mode. Each process equally divides the main memory capacity of the
node, and is not allowed to exceed the limit per process (default).

b) “Dynamic” Mode. Akin the previous, but allows processes to exceed their limit
temporarily as long as there is space. This is particularly useful in data analytics
applications, where the memory consumption can be relatively unknown beforehand.

In the dynamic case, processes behave following a procedure inspired by the addi-
tive increase and multiplicative decrease of the congestion-avoidance protocol in TCP
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1 ...
2 int flags = ( O_CREAT | O_RDWR ); // File flags with access mode
3 mode_t mode = ( S_IRUSR | S_IWUSR ); // File creation permission flags
4 int prot = ( PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE ); // Permissions for the mapping
5 size_t size = 1073741824; // 1GB for the requested memory - mapping
6 size_t segsize = 16777216; // 16 MB for the segment size
7 off_t offset = 0; // Offset in file (i.e., beginning of file)
8 int fd = -1; // File descriptor
9 int8_t * baseptr = NULL; // Allocation pointer to access the mapping

10
11 // Open the file descriptor for the mapping
12 fd = open ("/path/to/file", flags , mode );
13
14 // Ensure that the file has space ( optional )
15 ftruncate (fd , size );
16
17 // Create the memory - mapping with uMMAP -IO , disabling the I/O thread
18 ummap (size , segsize , prot , fd , offset , -1, FALSE , 0, ( void **)& baseptr );
19
20 // It is now safe to close the file descriptor
21 close (fd );
22
23 // Set some random value on the allocation using load / store
24 for ( off_t i = 0; i < size; i++)
25 {
26 baseptr [i] = 21;
27 }
28
29 // Alternative : Use traditional memory manipulation functions
30 memset (baseptr , 21, size );
31
32 // When required , synchronize with storage to ensure data consistency
33 umsync (baseptr , FALSE );
34
35 // Finally , release the mapping if no longer needed
36 umunmap (baseptr , TRUE );
37 ...

Listing 6.1: Source code that illustrates how to use uMMAP-IO to create a 1GB
mapping with 16MB segments. Error-checking is skipped for illustration purposes.

Reno [77]. A custom real-time IPC signal (SIGEVICT) and a set of shared memory seg-
ments is utilized to notify the processes that are currently exceeding their main memory
limit. When a process receives such signal, it reduces the excess memory in half. This
behaviour is illustrated in Figure 6.4. The figure shows the difference in performance for
the two memory management modes using mSTREAM (Section 3.3). We run 8 processes
with delayed execution, and randomize their consumption between 1GB to 4GB, with a
fixed limit of 8GB (i.e., 1GB per process). The results clearly illustrate how the dynamic
memory management reduces the execution time from 45.06s to 21.81s, 2.06× faster.

6.3 Experimental Results
We illustrate the performance of uMMAP-IO using two different testbeds. The first
testbed is a supercomputer from the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Cen-
ter (NERSC) with SSD storage provided through a burst buffer I/O accelerator, alongside
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Figure 6.4: Execution timeline and RSS on a fixed limit of 1GB per process using
(a) static and (b) dynamic memory management with uMMAP-IO on Beskow [94].

a Lustre PFS [4]. The second testbed is a supercomputer from KTH Royal Institute of
Technology with storage provided only by Lustre [94]. The specifications are given below:

• Cori is a Cray XC40 supercomputer with 2388 nodes equipped with dual 16-core
Haswell E5-2698v3 2.3GHz processors and 128GB DRAM. The storage employs
a Cray DataWarp (DVS v0.9.0), and a Lustre PFS with 248 OST servers (client
v2.7.5.13). The OS is SUSE Linux ES 12 with Kernel 4.4.178-94.91-default. Appli-
cations are compiled with Intel C Compiler (ICC) v18.0.1 and Intel MPI v2018.up1.

• Beskow is a Cray XC40 supercomputer with 1676 nodes equipped with dual 16-
core Haswell E5-2698v3 2.3GHz processors and 64GB DRAM. The storage employs
a Lustre PFS with 165 OST servers (client v2.5.2). The OS is SUSE Linux ES
11 with Kernel 3.0.101-0.46.1_1.0502.8871-cray_ari_s. Applications are compiled
with Cray C Compiler (CCE) v8.3.4 and Cray-MPICH v7.0.4.

The source code utilized in all the tests is available as an open source repository3.
When using Lustre, we follow the guidelines provided by NERSC [85]. The figures reflect
the standard deviation of the samples as error bars. In addition and due to the nature
of our evaluations (i.e., heavy I/O stress tests), we take special considerations to prevent
affecting the I/O performance for other applications on each cluster4. Lastly, we refer the
memory-mapped I/O and the burst buffer as “MMAP-IO” and “BBF”, respectively.

6.3.1 Single-node Microbenchmark
Interleaved Or Random (IOR) [129] is a microbenchmark for evaluating the performance
of traditional PFS. We use it to measure sustained throughput performing large amounts
of small, non-overlapping I/O accesses over a single shared file across all processes. This
represents the worst-case for uMMAP-IO, hence, the importance of the evaluations.

With this microbenchmark, we observe that performing small I/O operations can
introduce a large overhead when targeting Lustre compared to plain memory allocations,

3https://github.com/sergiorg-kth/ummap-io-benchmarks
4The evaluations are restricted on Cori to single-node results, while on Beskow, where we run

larger-scale tests, we limit both the execution time and the amount of I/O operations.
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Figure 6.5: IOR evaluation on a single node of Cori using conventional memory
allocations, uMMAP-IO (BBF + Lustre), and MMAP-IO (Lustre). The tests set
an I/O transfer block of 256KB, with 1GB alloc. per process using 256KB segments.
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Figure 6.6: PRK-MPI evaluation with up to 256 nodes of Beskow using memory
allocations, uMMAP-IO, and MMAP-IO. The tests fix the workload per process to
≈16M elements (≈128MB) on (a,b), and ≈32M elements (≈256MB) on (c,d).

but that it can also provide almost optimal performance using the burst buffer instead.
Figures 6.5 (a,b) show the performance of the sequential (SEQ) and pseudo-random (RND)
kernels of IOR on a single node of Cori using conventional memory allocations, uMMAP-
IO, and MMAP-IO. The tests set an I/O transfer block of 256KB, with an allocation size
of 1GB per process and a segment size of 256KB for uMMAP-IO. The figures demonstrate
that, while the throughput of uMMAP-IO over Lustre is 2.49× higher on average compared
to MMAP-IO, targeting the burst buffer can provide a boost in performance. In this
case, the difference is 21.95% on average compared to plain memory allocations, with an
exceptional 23.69× higher throughput in comparison with MMAP-IO. This demonstrates,
once again, the importance of supporting local storage technologies on HPC.

6.3.2 Multi-node Representative Workloads
Extending the evaluations provided in Subsection 5.3.2, we use the Parallel Research
Kernels (PRK) [149] to understand the implications of uMMAP-IO under representative
workloads running on large process counts. We evaluate the Stencil and Transpose
kernels on 100 iterations, with a time limit of 600 seconds and a fixed grid size per process
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of 4096×4096 (weak scaling). Compared to the previous evaluations, we enforce storage
synchronizations every 25 iterations to mimic checkpoints. Lastly, we use individual files
per process and set 1MB segment size for uMMAP-IO to match the stripe size of Lustre.

As expected, the results using the PRK kernels indicate very poor scalability using
MMAP-IO, in comparison with uMMAP-IO and conventional memory allocations. Fig-
ures 6.6 (a,b) depict the execution time spent for each kernel on Beskow using plain
memory allocations, uMMAP-IO, and MMAP-IO. The tests utilize from 8 nodes of the
cluster (256 processes), up to 256 nodes (8192 processes). From this figure, we observe
that the execution time limit is exceeded using MMAP-IO on all the cases5. uMMAP-IO
provides good scalability up to 2048 processes, and features very positive results as well
for up to 8192 processes. On average, the performance difference is 50.65% in the latter
kernel compared to plain memory allocations. This is despite the fact that approximately
8TB of data were written on each evaluation.

6.4 Concluding Remarks
The limited support for heterogeneous clusters can lead to drastic limitations on scientific
applications and even MPI implementations. This chapter has presented uMMAP-IO,
a user-level memory-mapped I/O implementation that simplifies data management on
multi-tier storage subsystems. Our approach features relatively good scalability in com-
parison with using only memory allocations without storage support, and provides clear
advantages compared to the memory-mapped I/O of the OS in terms of performance and
flexibility. Thus, immediately benefiting our contributions from the previous chapters.

However, the results also suggest that better support inside uMMAP-IO for PFS is
required. This is particularly due to the use of individual I/O operations in our current
implementation. We consider that integrating collective I/O operations of MPI-IO could
effectively improve the throughput in such cases [48]. As discussed in the next chapter,
we plan to leverage uMMAP-IO with user-configurable I/O drivers, allowing to switch
between MPI-IO, POSIX-IO, or even NVDIMM-based drivers, depending on the target
storage tier. This could provide applications with tremendous opportunities.

More information about uMMAP-IO, including extensive performance evaluations
(e.g., page-fault latency), can be obtained in the following reference: [112].

5We estimate the execution time of MMAP-IO based on the preliminary time per iteration,
multiplied by the number of iterations.



Chapter 7

Future Work

The previous chapters have introduced the reader into the contributions that define the
main research conducted throughout the Ph.D. studies. Even though the purpose of this
thesis has been to explore and evaluate different approaches to ease the transition towards
the integration of scientific applications on heterogeneous clusters, it must also be noted
that we have identified four different topics that remain as potential candidates for future
work. These candidates are illustrated below:

I/O Beyond Exascale

PIM, FPGA, …

Failed Images in CAFData-placement Runtime

0x1921921 P3

P1 P2

Object Storage in MPI

This chapter provides an overview of the aforementioned concepts, as well as briefly
introduces a possible plan to address them in the future. Such work mostly leverages the
topics described in this thesis, and extends their purpose to address additional require-
ments that consolidate our contribution to the field. Note that each section includes a
short motivation and a subsection with the proposed solution.

7.1 Object Storage Support in MPI

Parallel File Systems on HPC have historically presented persistent storage as a collection
of files organized in a directory hierarchy [46]. From the POSIX-IO file system interface [1]
to MPI-IO [48,142], each programming interface has provided access to persistent storage
following this representation. Despite the success of the “files + directories” abstraction,
it has also been debated that large-scale services and parallel applications mostly generate
what is often referred to as unstructured data, in which the importance resides in the
content and not on its location [42]. Furthermore, the hierarchical storage model presents
several limitations that directly affect the performance and scalability of HPC clusters [84].
For instance, accessing a file stored as a single piece of information inside a specific direc-
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Figure 7.1: By generalizing the target mapping of uMMAP-IO, we can provide
different drivers that enable access to multiple storage technologies (e.g., object
storage of Mero through the Clovis API [84]).

tory, requires in the worst-case scenario a traverse of the hierarchy in order to retrieve its
metadata (e.g., access permission) and content, without accounting for PFS locking.

To overcome these limitations, some of the most popular parallel file systems, such as
Lustre, use an object storage abstraction underneath [9,85]. Here, files are mapped onto a
set of objects distributed across storage servers (e.g., OST servers). These objects can each
be thought of as an independent linear array of bytes with a global identifier and metadata,
and no structural location. The main benefits are near-optimal scalability, faster data
retrievals due to the flat address space, and a greater utilization of the resources [87].
In fact, these benefits have motivated the appearance of exascale-grade object storage
systems, specifically designed to allow applications accessing objects directly for better
performance. Thus, hiding the latency introduced by the “file ↔ object” conversion
in a traditional PFS. The SAGE / Sage2 project, part of the EU-H2020 program, is
leading the effort in providing such object storage system through Mero and its Clovis API
(Section 2.2) [84]. It is one of the first projects that aim at providing multi-tier storage
subsystem support, allowing access to objects located both intra-node (e.g., NVRAM)
and inter-node (e.g., archival storage). Moreover, because object storage is driven by
metadata, the opportunity for analysis enables an understanding of the access frequency
and other parameters, which can be useful for automatic data migration purposes.

Proposed Solution for Future Work

As object storage systems become more frequent on HPC clusters, support for object
storage in traditional programming interfaces like MPI is required. We plan to integrate
uMMAP-IO (Chapter 6) [112] inside MPI storage windows (Chapter 3) [114] to enable a
finer-grain control and performance to access storage compared to the traditional memory-
mapped I/O mechanism of the OS [8]. With this integration, we then expect to extend
uMMAP-IO to generalize its mapping interface and support multiple storage technologies,
as illustrated in Figure 7.1. Here, each memory mapping would be associated with a target
and an I/O driver. The custom page-fault mechanism of uMMAP-IO allows us to intercept
memory accesses and control the content / permission of the segments available in main
memory. The I/O driver, on the other hand, provides us with the specific procedures to
transfer data from / to storage in user-configurable segments. While the default I/O driver
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of uMMAP-IO is meant to conduct storage transfers using POSIX-IO1 (i.e., targeting
files in storage), the Clovis API can be utilized through a dedicated I/O driver in order
to target Mero objects instead. Therefore, this integration allows us to accept a 128-bit
Object Identifier (OID) to target other object storage systems in the future (e.g., Amazon
S3 [93]). Applications would still use load / store operations to access the address space.

More importantly, including uMMAP-IO inside MPI provides us with the opportunity
to create MPI object windows. This concept extends the building blocks of MPI storage
windows to allow targeting object storage systems instead. The allocation / deallocation
mechanism, including the operations allowed, would be almost identical to MPI memory
windows and MPI storage windows. In other words, the only requirement is to configure
the allocation through the MPI Info object and the associated performance hints. The
outcome from this work might open the opportunity for discussions in MPI-4 [82].

7.2 Automatic Data-placement of Memory Objects

Next-generation supercomputers are likely to feature a deeper and heterogeneous memory
hierarchy, where memory technologies with different characteristics work next to each
other to mitigate both access latency and bandwidth constraints [101]. For example,
the Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing processor, integrated in the Cori supercomputer
(NERSC) [4], features 16GB of 3D-stacked Multi-Channel DRAM (MCDRAM) alongside
96GB of conventional DDR4 DRAM to support memory-intensive applications [135]. This
smaller MCDRAM cache features a peak bandwidth of 460GB/s, 4× faster than its DRAM
counterpart. Similarly and as motivated during the introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1),
the Summit supercomputer (ORNL) also features 512GB of DRAM + HBM combined, and
1.6TB of persistent NVRAM [40,127,151]. This new trend is in contrast with traditional
supercomputers that employ DRAM technology for main memory, besides caches and
most recently accelerator on-board memory.

While the purpose of increasing the diversity of memory and storage technologies pro-
vides certain benefits, selecting which memory / storage tier is ideal for a certain scientific
application can become a relatively complex task. In fact, several studies have evaluated
and demonstrated that memory access patterns considerably impact application perfor-
mance directly [97]. In such studies, the results show that applications with regular data
accesses are often limited by memory bandwidth, achieving up to 3× better performance
when using HBM compared to using solely DRAM. However, when applications feature
mostly random memory accesses, the situation is completely different. In this case, the
access pattern is largely affected by memory latency. Thus, using HBM would not benefit,
as the latency is higher than in DRAM.

Proposed Solution for Future Work

To ease the deployment of scientific applications on such type of clusters without requiring
major source code modifications, we also expect to generalize uMMAP-IO as a runtime for
automatic data-placement of memory objects. This work is based on the target concept

1As motivated in Chapter 6, when targeting a traditional PFS from an HPC cluster, we could
integrate a dedicated MPI-IO driver that utilizes collective I/O operations to improve the overall
performance, specially during write operations on large process counts [112].
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Figure 7.2: The memory abstraction mechanism of uMMAP-IO can be extended to
provide a runtime for data-placement of memory objects. Applications would still
interact with a seamless address space using load / store operations.

(Figure 7.1). In such case, uMMAP-IO would be responsible for the allocation, dealloca-
tion, and migration of memory objects across the variety of tiers in the memory / storage
hierarchy. Such migration is managed by advisable policies (i.e., similar to the out-of-core
mechanism). The memory-mapping of uMMAP-IO is expected to logically divide a virtual
address space into user-configurable segments, where each segment describes a different
memory object. This representation is illustrated in Figure 7.3. In this case, however, the
address space could be mapped into a diverse range of memory and storage technologies,
such as MCDRAM [101], HBM [89], and local / remote storage. Interacting with the ad-
dress space is possible through load / store operations, as usual. The mapping is based
on explicit preference provided by the application, as well as the considerations given by
novel services like the Heterogeneous Memory Management (HMM) of the kernel [145].

Compared to the extension proposed for MPI object windows, matching the aforemen-
tioned segments to a memory technology depends on the consideration of separate target
types inside uMMAP-IO:

• Primary Targets. Represent the main tier of the applications, allowing direct
byte-addressable access (e.g., main memory).

• Secondary Targets. Represent the secondary tier of the applications, where the
data-management is considered to be explicit (e.g., block-devices).

This distinction allows us to effectively migrate data between each target type sep-
arately. For instance, secondary targets, such as local storage, can be exposed through
primary targets. In addition, segment migration across primary targets can benefit appli-
cation performance [97]. The migration between each tier would be coordinated through
the different components of the runtime, alongside information deducted by the internal
representation of each virtual segment based on decision-making strategies (e.g., inferred
access pattern by the application). The relation between the segments provide opportu-
nities for automatic migration policies, particularly useful in tiers where the capacity is
limited, like MCDRAM. Different policies allow the runtime to coordinate the migration
of the memory objects between each memory tier.

Note that this work will further develop the collaborations across the different exascale
HPC projects of the EU-H2020 program. In fact, it is one of the main goals established
by the dissemination strategy of EPiGRAM-HS and Sage2 projects.
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7.3 Failed Images in Coarray Fortran
The general-purpose technique usually adopted by HPC applications to guarantee re-
silience, relies on checkpointing and rollback recovery. When a failure is detected, the
fault-tolerant protocol uses past checkpoints to recover the application into a consistent
state [103, 134]. Two main approaches for checkpointing exists: coordinated and uncoor-
dinated checkpointing. In the former, all the processes ensure that their checkpoints are
globally consistent. When a failure is detected, the application stops completely and the
execution gets restarted from the last checkpoint available. In the uncoordinated check-
pointing, however, each process checkpoints its own data independently. When a failure is
detected, a replacing process recovers the data previously saved by the failed process and
restarts the execution. The main benefit of this method is that it does not require global
consistency (i.e., processes only roll back to their own checkpoints). It also considerably
reduces both the communication and I/O required with the global checkpoint approach.

In this context, it has been observed that PGAS languages like Coarray Fortran are
well suitable for such recovery protocols2 [39]. Using CAF, every image could expose
remote accessible memory for backing up the data belonging to another image, as in a
shared-memory environment. The technique, commonly referred to as neighbour-based
checkpointing, has also been integrated in certain MPI implementations [20]. Nonetheless,
the coarray definition included in the Fortran 2008 standard only defines a simple syntax
for accessing data on remote images, synchronization statements, and collective allocation
/ deallocation mechanisms [88, 107]. Although these features allow writing functional
coarray programs, they do not allow to express more complex and useful mechanisms
for failure management. As a matter of fact, the Fortran 2018 standard has recently
introduced several extensions to mitigate this issue [106]. Specifically, the concept of
failed images provides applications with a mechanism that enables the identification of
which images have failed during the execution of a program.

Proposed Solution for Future Work
We observe that the concept of failed images exclusively provides with the capability
to detect which one of the available images of an application has failed. The programmer
is still in charge to implement a mechanism to store the information of each image and a
recovery policy. Hence, the Fortran standard does not define how to store and recover the
state of a given image. Using the persistent coarrays concept presented in Chapter 5 [111],
we plan to explore how to consolidate the integration of failed images into existing
CAF-based applications. Persistent coarrays can seamlessly map each coarray to storage
without requiring any major source code modifications. This would allow users to have
full or even incremental checkpoints per image, and recover the execution at runtime.

In combination with the failed images interface (i.e., evaluating the image status
and other functionality), we consider necessary the analysis of two different alternatives
for recovery in Coarray Fortran:

1. Seamless Recovery. After each synchronization in CAF, the transport layer im-
plementation could evaluate whether or not any of the neighbour images has failed.

2We demonstrated in Chapter 4 that data analytics frameworks that utilize a decoupled strat-
egy using the MPI one-sided communication model and enabling MPI storage windows, are also
ideal candidates [116].
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Figure 7.3: Introducing recovery mechanisms inside Coarray Fortran would allow
images to seamlessly remap the coarrays of failed images [39]. The example il-
lustrates a possible recovery mechanism, where a temporary version of x is exposed.

If so, the implementation could spawn new processes and remap their persistent
coarrays into the original failed images3.

2. Explicit Recovery. Applications could manually evaluate if a neighbour image
(e.g., based on its identifier) has failed, in which case they could request a remap
of its persistent coarrays. The remapping can be set at a different offset inside
the same persistent coarrays, or within implicit versions exposed to the application
(e.g., coarray x from a neighbour is available at x_tmp).

We plan to explore these and other alternatives (e.g., workload replication [17]), in-
cluding the potential definition of an API for failure management that complements the
original specification of failed images.

7.4 I/O Beyond Exascale
The integration of different kind of compute devices on HPC, such as GPUs, FPGAs,
or even specialized co-processors (see Chapter 1), inherently implies an increased level
in programming complexity. Each of these device types contains caches and fast mem-
ory technologies that require moving data explicitly from traditional DRAM. Due to the
type of operations mostly conducted on scientific applications, however, a recent trend is
emerging that proposes to execute certain computations inside the memory components
(i.e., instead of moving the data to the CPU and back). This paradigm is commonly
known as Processing-In-Memory (PIM) [3, 52]. Its major implications are the possibility

3Note that dynamic process spawning might require a post-allocation of additional compute
nodes, which can be rejected by the resource manager in the cluster [22].
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of using certain instructions to run arithmetic or logical operations inside the memory
slots, offloading the workload from the CPU to the DRAM.

Studies have have demonstrated a reduction of almost 90% on the TDP using PIM,
while still providing significant speedups in comparison [156]. Furthermore, this type of
instructions might provide its truly potential on persistent memories like NVRAM. As a
matter of fact, the SAGE / Sage2 project has proposed the use of function shipping to
offload computations to the storage servers, allowing to perform certain operations directly
where the data is stored [84].

Proposed Solution for Future Work
Even though there is no clear proposal of work to address this challenge, we observe that
the contributions of this thesis and the expected future work offer the potential to become
a critical part of the solution. More specifically, the MPI one-sided communication model
could be extended to execute in-memory local or remote operations, as well as in-storage
operations. The assert parameter of MPI_Win_lock4 can be utilized to specify the type of
operation requested during a new computational epoch. The MPI standard already defines
a set of operations for collective reduce5. For instance, specifying MPI_SUM when locking
the target window, will imply that an MPI_Put operation would perform the specified
computation on the target address space (i.e., merging the source data into the remote
window), while an MPI_Get would do the opposite (i.e., merging the target data into the
source buffer). The same observation is valid for the rest of the operations.

This contribution could provide a novel use of the MPI one-sided communication
model, that complements the MPI storage windows presented in this thesis and the
MPI object windows outlined for future work. Note that we also expect to evaluate how
the PIM mechanism could benefit applications that offload certain computations directly
inside storage devices (e.g., through specialized simulations [57]).

4https://www.mpi-forum.org/docs/mpi-3.1/mpi31-report/node282.htm
5https://www.mpi-forum.org/docs/mpi-3.1/mpi31-report/node112.htm



Chapter 8

Conclusions

Throughout the different chapters of this Ph.D. thesis, we have provided a comprehensive
overview of the state-of-the-art of I/O in High-Performance Computing and presented how
we envision the transition towards heterogeneous supercomputers at exascale. This has
included not only technical explanations, but also relevant experimental results and other
discussions that might result of interest to HPC applications.

In this last chapter, we consider necessary to provide an overview of our contributions
to the field, specially in regards to the scientific questions raised in the motivation of the
thesis. Thereafter, we will conclude the document by providing certain last observations.

Addressing the Scientific Questions
We presented three major open scientific questions in Section 1.1, that define the main
goals for the Doctoral studies. The significance of each scientific question was based on
some of the arguments provided in the introductory chapter. We will now briefly emphasize
how we have addressed the different scientific questions.

[Q1] How can programming models and interfaces support heterogeneous I/O?
Solution: One of the main challenges in exascale supercomputers resides on the increased-
level of heterogeneity that compute nodes will feature. We have addressed this challenge
mainly by presenting a novel contribution to the MPI specification, the de-facto stan-
dard on HPC. MPI storage windows allows accessing both memory and storage through
a familiar, unified programming interface without the need for separate I/O interfaces.
Furthermore, we have also presented how this contribution can benefit data analytics
programming models (e.g., MapReduce) specially in fault-tolerance and out-of-core use-
cases, as well as provided resiliency support in Coarray Fortran with seamless persistency
of coarrays. The latter contribution has major implications in the recent Fortran 2018
specification of failed images. At a system-level, the aforementioned contributions will
benefit from the memory abstraction mechanism provided by uMMAP-IO. Thus, opening
the opportunity for high-performance I/O over local and traditional PFS-based storage.

[Q2] How can the integration of emerging storage technologies be simplified?
Solution: The variety of interfaces to access memory and storage has grown considerably
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over the past two decades on HPC, increasing the programming complexity on scientific
applications. We have addressed this challenge first by providing a unified I/O interface in
MPI (with MPI storage windows) and in Fortran (with Persistent Coarrays). The inclusion
of such developments allow existing applications to easily conduct I/O over heterogeneous
clusters, while integrating novel features such as transparent resiliency. Data analytics
frameworks also expose out-of-core execution to users without any significant source code
changes. Moreover, the memory abstraction mechanism of uMMAP-IO enables seamless
access to memory and storage using only load / store operations. Hence, allowing to
indistinguishably target memory (e.g., MCDRAM) or storage (e.g., NVRAM). More im-
portantly, all the proposed solutions incur in minimal source code changes on existing
applications, easing the integration of these features at exascale.

[Q3] How can HPC applications seamlessly improve the I/O performance?
Solution: While scientific applications increasingly demand for high-performance I/O,
the bandwidth and access latency of the I/O subsystem is also expected to remain roughly
constant compared to current petascale supercomputers, making storage a serious bottle-
neck. We have addressed this challenge by introducing selective synchronization mecha-
nisms in MPI through MPI storage windows to reduce the number of I/O transactions.
Such contribution is implicitly part of persistent coarrays in Fortran. Furthermore, the use
of MPI one-sided communication in data analytics frameworks opens the opportunity for
a decoupled strategy that reduces the constraints on highly-concurrent workloads, while
seamlessly allowing to improve the checkpoint efficiency compared to existing solutions
based on MPI-IO. Finally, the memory abstraction of uMMAP-IO provides several orders
of magnitude better performance compared to the memory-mapped I/O mechanism of the
OS on HPC applications, while allowing access to novel storage technologies (e.g., Cray
DataWarp burst buffer) through a friendly programming interface based on load / store
operations. This latter approach benefits all of the other contributions.

Final Observations
In this thesis, we have presented several contributions that have the potential of providing
value to thousands of scientific applications that utilize MPI and even Coarray Fortran.
From the beginning, we set several goals that mainly focused on improving existing appli-
cations, without incurring in drastic source code changes or increasing their programming
complexity. We believe that such goals have been successfully met with MPI storage
windows [114], MapReduce-1S [116], Persistent Coarrays [111], and uMMAP-IO [112].

To conclude this thesis, we would like to outline the importance of the proposed future
work on the topic (Chapter 7) in regards to the scientific questions. Contributions such
as the automatic data-placement of memory objects or the possibility of conducting I/O
operations directly over storage devices through RDMA, consolidate our contributions to
the field and provide further value to scientific applications.
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